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Appendix A-2: Lexical Similarity Comparison Procedures 
Word lists were elicited from a small group or, if elicited from an individual, checked by people that were around during the 

elicitation. This provided a measure of checking for accuracy, as well as a process that was more participatory in nature for each 

village visited during the survey. 

During the process of word list elicitation, the researcher transcribes the words phonetically using the International Phonetic 

Alphabet (IPA). It would be best if only one person did the transcriptions, because each field worker eliciting words may hear 

and transcribe the sounds slightly differently. Keeping this in mind, there might be some minor differences in transcription of 

the word lists because they were elicited and transcribed by different researchers. 

Furthermore, the transcriptions should be done as accurately as possible. A phonetic chart with the International Phonetic 

Alphabet (IPA) symbols used is shown at the beginning of this appendix. Some of the word list data was normalized. After the 

actual word list collection, all the variations that were thought to obviously represent the same sound but were marked in 

different ways were made consistent in notation. This was done in order to make the data entry and calculations less 

complicated. 

Normally, a single term is recorded for each item of the word list. However, more than one term is recorded for a single item 

when synonymous terms are apparently in general use or when more than one specific term occupies the semantic area of a 

more generic item on the word list. 

For a lexical similarity count, the word lists are compared, in order to determine the extent to which the vocabulary of each pair 

of speech forms is similar. No attempt is made to identify genuine cognates based on a network of sound correspondences. 

Rather, two items are judged to be phonetically similar if at least half of the segments compared are the same (category 1) and 

of the remaining segments at least half are rather similar (category 2). For example, if two items of eight segments in length are 

compared, these words are judged to be similar if at least four segments are virtually the same and at least two are rather 

similar. The criteria applied are: 

Category 1 

• Consonant (consonant-like) segments which match exactly 

• Vowel (vowel-like) segments which match exactly or differ by only one articulatory feature 

• Phonetically similar consonant segments (of the sort which frequently are found as allophones, such as difference in 

only one articulatory feature) which are seen to correspond in at least three pairs of words 

Category 2 

• All other phonetically similar pairs of segments which are not, however, supported by at least three pairs of words 

Category 3 

• Pairs of segments which are not phonetically similar 

• A segment which is matched by no segment in the corresponding item 

After pairs of items on two word lists had been determined to be phonetically similar, according to the criteria stated above, the 

percentage of items judged similar was calculated. The procedure was repeated for each pair of language varieties. 

Figure 1 summarizes the lower threshold limits for considering words as phonetically similar in a specified length (number of 

segments or phones). 

Blair (1990: 32) writes, "In contextualizing these rules to specific surveys in South Asia, the following differences between two 

items are ignored: (a) interconsonantal [ə], (b) word initial, word final, or intervocalic [h, ɦ], (c) any deletion which is shown to 

be the result of a regularly occurring process in a specific environment." 
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Figure 1: Word Length and Linguistic Similarity 

Word 

Length 

Category 

One 

Category 

Two 

Category 

Three 

  2 2 0 0 

  3 2 1 0 

  4 2 1 1 

  5 3 1 1 

  6 3 2 1 

  7 4 2 1 

  8 4 2 2 

  9 5 2 2 

10 5 3 2 

11 6 3 2 

12 6 3 3  

 

Additional modifications to lexical similarity procedures used in this survey are: 

• Accounting for slight variation between elicitors, consonants counted as category 1 include: [sɻ̥, tɻ̥, ʈɻ̥], [c, cʰ, kʰ], [ɟ, c], 

[k, g] (word initial), [w, b], [d and [k, k ̚, ʔ, #]. 

• Figure 1 specifies that when comparing words of two segments, both segments must be category 1 in order to be 

counted as similar. Since the rationale for the distribution is at least half of the segments compared should be 

category 1, this principle was applied to two-segment words so that a distribution of 1-1-0 was considered similar. 

• Aspirated versus unaspirated consonants are considered as category one. 

• Nasalised versus unnasalised vowels are considered as category one. 

• Possible palatalisation of consonants are considered as category one. 

• Consonants that differ only between the following places of articulation are considered as category one: alveolar and 

post-alveolar, post-alveolar and retroflex, alveolar and retroflex, retroflex and palatal, palatal and velar. 

• Based on consultant meetings with a linguist who is an expert in Tibetan languages, the following endings are not 

counted (in order of appearance in the alphabetical ordered word list) : -ti, -li, -pa, -mo, -pu, -ma, -bu, -mar, -mu, -bo, 

-wo, -wu, -da, -na, -sɛ, -gu, -go, -po, -raŋ, - roŋ, -gamu, - ɟa, -ca, -ure. 

• Lengthened and non-lengthened consonants and vowels are considered as category one. 

• When there was an obvious shortening of the word, the long version is not counted as different. This happens mostly 

with the words elicited in Dojam. 

• Voicing between affricates are considered as category one. 

While the goal is to compare word roots between varieties, some morphology may be included in our comparisons. The lexical 

similarity percentages should be considered as a conservative counting of lexical similarity between varieties. 

Although a total of 212 items were elicited in each location, the final number of words compared for the lexicostatistic 

comparisons was 205. Some word list items needed to be disqualified, that is, not taken into consideration in the lexicostatistic 

count. Eleven items were disqualified because we had doubts whether people had really given a word with the intended 

meaning or the word was unknown to other speakers. The eleven lexical items that were problematic were: spice pestle, above, 

how?, these, different, run, and know. These entries were disqualified in order to eliminate potential skewing of the results. For 

some of the words, two or three locations were compared and one or two locations were excluded because the confidence in the 

accuracy of the word given was low or the word was the Nepali version (such as alu, sag, besar, pjadʒ and ama).  

After the words for each word list item had been determined to be phonetically similar or dissimilar, the lexical similarity 

percentages were calculated using the WordSurv computer program. It should be noted that the word list data are field 

transcriptions and have not undergone thorough phonological and grammatical analysis.  
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Appendix A-3: Word list data and similarity grouping  
The table below lists the sites where we collected word lists as well as the people who provided the word lists.  

Village VDC Name Age 
(if applicable) Bio-data found on subject 

number: 

Kermi Khangalgaun Tsering Lagyap Lama plus 2 friends 42 KERD01 

Til Limi Lahkpa Lama with help from Dorje 28 TILK01 

Muchu Muchu Lama Kyep Lama 45 MUCD01 

Yalbang Muchu Djeka Palmo plus friend 29 YALS01 

Bargaun Bargaun Tsaptan plus friend 63 BARJ02 

Dojam Thehe Guru Lal plus friend 60 DOZJ01 

Yakpa Hepka Khandu Lama 54 YAKD01 

 

The word lists are displayed on the following pages. The first column lists the English gloss and theseven villages in which the 

word lists were elicited. The middle column displays the Nepali gloss that corresponds to the English gloss. Below the Nepali are 

the lexical items given in each location for the same gloss. The third column displays the lexical similarity groupings. In some 

cases an ‘x’ is listed next to the number, which means that that item was excluded from the comparison. The following 

abbreviations are used: sg = singular; pl = plural; for = formal; inf = informal; incl = inclusive; excl = exclusive. 

The informed consent script which we used for the word lists is as follows: 

My name is ….What is your name? We are from Tribhuvan University, Department of Linguistics. We are here to learn about 

your language and its situation. We will ask you a few questions about yourself and about your language. After that, we will ask 

you to pronounce some words in your own language. We will write your words in our copybook using a special script. We will 

also record the words that you will speak. We will also give the information you give us and the recordings to other people. We 

will keep these recordings in a safe place for future use on things such as computers and recordings. We may provide these to 

other people who may want to learn about your language. Can you help us? 

We are thinking of listing your name in this information, but if you don't want your name to be listed, we won't. Shall we keep 

your name or not? 

मरेो नाम ..... हो। तपा�को नाम के हो? हामी ि�भवुन िव�िव�ालय भाषिव�ान के��ीय िवभागबाट आएका हौ।ं हामी यहा ँ

तपा�को भाषाको बारेमा र 'यसको ि*थितको बारेमा थाहा पाउन आएका छौ।ं हामील ेतपा�लाई तपा� आफैको बारेमा र 

तपा�को भाषाको बारेमा केही 12नह3 सो4छौ।ं 'यसपिछ हामील े 

तपा�लाई केही श7दह3 तपा�को आ9न ैभाषामा उ:ारण गन< अनरुोध गछ?। हामील ेतपा�का श7दह3लाई हा@ो कापीमा 

िवशषे अAर 1योग गरी लBेछौ।ं हामील ेतपा�ल ेबोलकेा ती श7दह3लाई रेकड< पिन गछ?। हामील ेतपा�ल ेिदनभुएको 

जानकारी र रेकड<  गरेका कुरा अ3 मािनसह3लाई पिन िद�छौ।ं हामील ेयी रेकड<  गरेका कुराह3लाई पिछ पिन 1योग गन<का 

िनिEत एउटा सरुिAत ठाउँमा रािखराBनछेौ ंज*त ैकEHयटुरमा अिन टपेमा। तपा�को भाषाको वारेमा िसIन चाहन ेअ�य धरैे 

मािनसह3लाई हामील ेती सKुका िनिEत उपल7ध गराउन सIछौ।ं तपा�ल ेहामीलाई सहायता गन< सIनहु�ुछ?  

हामील ेतपा�सगँ िलन ेयो जानकारीमा तपा�को नाम राBन ेिवचार गरेका छौ,ं तर यिद तपा�ल ेआ9नो नाम राBन चाहनहुKु 

भन,े हामील ेराBदनैौ।ं तपा�को नाम राखौ ंिक नराखौ?ं
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 body जीउ  

Til zuwu 3 

Muchu liubʰi 2 

Yalbang liu 1 

Kermi liu 1 

Yakpa lʏbu 1 2 

Bargaun lʏbi 1 2 

Dozam lipa 1 2 

    head टाउको  

Til go 2 

Muchu go 2 

Yalbang go 2 

Kermi go 2 

Yakpa go 2 

Bargaun kʰoro 1 

Dozam go 2 

    hair कपाल  

Til sɻḁ 1 

Muchu ʈa 1 

Yalbang tɻḁ 1 

Kermi ʈa 1 

Yakpa ʈa 1 

Bargaun ʈɻḁ 1 

Dozam tɻḁ 1 

   

 face अनहुार/मखु  

Til doŋba 4 

Muchu ŋəraŋ 3 

Yalbang ŋaraŋ 3 

Kermi tsʲaŋan 2 

Yakpa kʰʌri 1 

Bargaun kʰʌri 1 

Dozam kʰʌri 1 

    eye आखँा  

Til mik 1 

Muchu mik̚ 1 

Yalbang mik̚ 1 

Kermi mik̚ 1 

Yakpa mik 1 

Bargaun mik̚ 1 

Dozam mik̚ 1 

    ear कान  

Til amtsʲʰok 1 

Muchu amdʒok 1 

Yalbang namʒok̚ 1 

Kermi namdzʲok 1 

Yakpa namdzʲok 1 

Bargaun namʒok̚ 1 

Dozam namdzʲok 1 

   

 nose नाक  

Til na 1 

Muchu na 1 

Yalbang na 1 

Kermi na 1 

Yakpa na 1 

Bargaun na 1 

Dozam na 1 

    mouth मखु  

Til kʰa 2 

Muchu kʰa 2 

Yalbang kʰa 2 

Kermi kʰa 2 

Yakpa kʰa 2 

Bargaun kʰʌpkil 1 

Dozam kʰa 2 

    tooth दातँ  

Til so 1 

Muchu so 1 

Yalbang so 1 

Kermi so 1 

Yakpa so 1 

Bargaun so 1 

Dozam so 1 
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 tongue िजNो  

Til tsʲe 1 

Muchu tsʲeli 1 

Yalbang tsʲeli 1 

Kermi tsʲe 1 

Yakpa tsʲe 1 

Bargaun tsʲe 1 

Dozam tsʲe 1 

    chest छाती  

Til taŋ 1 

Muchu ʈaŋ 1 

Yalbang ʈaŋ 1 

Kermi ʈaŋ 1 

Yakpa taŋ 1 

Bargaun ʈaŋ 1 

Dozam ʈaŋ 1 

    belly पटे  

Til ʈʰopa 1 

Muchu ʈopʰa 1 

Yalbang ʈʰopa 1 

Kermi ʈopa 1 

Yakpa ʈupa 1 

Bargaun ʈʰopa 1 

Dozam ʈʰopa 1 

   

 hand हात  

Til lakpa 1 

Muchu lakpa 1 

Yalbang lakpa 1 

Kermi lakpa 1 

Yakpa lakpa 1 

Bargaun lakpa 1 

Dozam laː 1 

    elbow कुिहनो  

Til ʈeᵒtsok̚ 5 

Muchu ʈũdzʲi 4 

Yalbang ʈõsi 4 

Kermi ʈʰĩgule 3 

Yakpa tiŋgule 3 

Bargaun tubusʲiŋ 1 

Dozam ʈiŋdzʲuma 2 

    palm of hand ह' केला  

Til lakpanaŋ 2 

Muchu laktʰil 1 

Yalbang laktʰil 1 

Kermi laktʰil 1 

Yakpa laktʰil 1 

Bargaun laktil 1 

Dozam lʌktʰil 1 

   

 finger(s) औलंा  

Til ʈanze 2 

Muchu ʈãʒi 2 

Yalbang ʈãnsi 2 

Kermi ʈãzi 2 

Yakpa ʈãnzer 2 

Bargaun dzũ 1 

Dozam dzugu 1 

    fingernail नङ  

Til sɛrmo 1 

Muchu sɛrmu 1 

Yalbang sɛrmu 1 

Kermi samu 1 

Yakpa sɛrmu 1 

Bargaun sʏnmu 1 

Dozam sʌnma 1 

    foot खQुा  

Til kaŋba 1 

Muchu kaŋba 1 

Yalbang kʰaŋba 1 

Kermi kaŋba 1 

Yakpa kaŋba 1 

Bargaun kaŋba 1 

Dozam kaŋba 1 
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 skin छाला  

Til pamo 1 

Muchu pakpu 1 

Yalbang pak̚pu 1 

Kermi paːmu 1 

Yakpa paŋmu 1 

Bargaun pãŋmu 1 

Dozam paːmu 1 

    bone हाड  

Til rywa 1 

Muchu rikok̚ 1 

Yalbang rikok̚ 1 

Kermi rikok̚ 1 

Yakpa rʉkɔʔ 1 

Bargaun rukaʔ 1 

Dozam rykɔʔ 1 

    heart मटु ु  

Til ɲiŋ 1 

Muchu ɲiŋ 1 

Yalbang ɲiŋ 1 

Kermi ɲiŋ 1 

Yakpa ɲiŋ 1 

Bargaun ɲiŋ 1 

Dozam ɲiŋ 1 

   

 blood रगत  

Til ʈʰak 1 

Muchu ʈʰak̚ 1 

Yalbang ʈʰak 1 

Kermi ʈʰak̚ 1 

Yakpa ʈʰak 1 

Bargaun ʈʰak 1 

Dozam ʈʰak̚ 1 

    urine िपसाब  

Til baŋ 1 

Muchu ba 1 

Yalbang ba 1 

Kermi baŋ 1 

Yakpa baŋ 1 

Bargaun baŋ 1 

Dozam tsʲin 2 

    feces िदसा  

Til kʲækpa 2 

Muchu cakpa 2 

Yalbang aka 1 

Kermi aː 1 

Yakpa cakpa 2 

Bargaun aːk̚ 1 

Dozam agʌ 1 

   

 village गाउँ  

Til jyl 1 

Muchu jyl 1 

Yalbang jʉl 1 

Kermi jyl 1 

Yakpa jʉl 1 

Bargaun jʉl 1 

Dozam jyl 1 

    house घर  

Til kʰaŋba 1 

Muchu kʰaŋba 1 

Yalbang cʰɪm 2 

Kermi kʰaŋba 1 

Yakpa kaŋba 1 

Bargaun kʰaŋba 1 

Dozam kʰaŋba 1 

    roof छाना  

Til ʈʰok̚ 3 

Muchu tʰok 3 

Yalbang kanak 1 

Kermi kʰanak̚ 1 2 

Yakpa kʰanak̚ 1 

Bargaun kʰanjak̚ 1 

Dozam tenak̚ 2 
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 door ढोका  

Til go 1 

Muchu go 1 

Yalbang go 1 

Kermi go 1 

Yakpa ko 1 

Bargaun go 1 

Dozam ko 1 

    firewood दाउरा  

Til ʃiŋ 1 

Muchu ʃiŋ 1 

Yalbang ʂiŋ 1 

Kermi ʃiŋ 1 

Yakpa ʃiŋ 1 

Bargaun ʃiŋ 1 

Dozam ʃiŋ 1 

    broom कुचो  

Til holmo 1 

Muchu holmu 1 

Yalbang homu 1 

Kermi holmu 1 

Yakpa holmu 1 

Bargaun ɦwaŋmu 1 

Dozam kutso x 

   

 spice mortar िसलौटो  

Til marʒoŋ 4 

Muchu gok̚por 1 

Yalbang gokpur 1 

Kermi mortsatʰakan 3 

Yakpa guakpur 1 

Bargaun guʷakpur 1 

Dozam tʃom 2 

    hammer घन  

Til tʰoa 2 

Muchu tʰo 2 

Yalbang tʰoː 2 

Kermi tʰo 2 

Yakpa tʰoa 2 

Bargaun haʈoɖa 1 

Dozam gʰʌn x 

    small knife चI कु  

Til ʈʰi 1 

Muchu ʈi 1 

Yalbang ʈʰi 1 

Kermi ʈi 1 

Yakpa ʈi 1 

Bargaun ʈʰi 1 

Dozam ʈʰi 1 

   

 axe ब� चरो  

Til tari 1 

Muchu tari 1 

Yalbang tari 1 

Kermi tari 1 

Yakpa tʌri 1 

Bargaun tari 1 

Dozam ʈɐri 1 

    rope डोरी  

Til tʰakpa 1 

Muchu tʰakpa 1 

Yalbang tʰakpa 1 

Kermi tʰakpa 1 

Yakpa tʰakpa 1 

Bargaun tʰakpa 1 

Dozam tʰakpa 1 

    cotton thread धागो  

Til kupa 1 

Muchu kupa 1 

Yalbang kupa 1 

Kermi kud̚pa 1 

Yakpa kupa 1 

Bargaun kud̚pa 1 

Dozam kud̚pa 1 
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 woollen thread भेडंाको डोरी  

Til palcut̚ 3 

Muchu neⁱma 2 

Yalbang palkut 3 

Kermi naⁱma 2 

Yakpa pal 1 

Bargaun pal 1 

Dozam pal 1 

    needle िसयो  

Til kʰap 1 

Muchu kʰap 1 

Yalbang kʰap 1 

Kermi kʰap 1 

Yakpa kʰap 1 

Bargaun kʰap 1 

Dozam kʰap 1 

    cloth कपडा  

Til kolak ̚ 1 

Muchu re 2 

Yalbang kolok 1 

Kermi raⁱ 2 

Yakpa ʈoʒi 3 

Bargaun kolak̚ 1 

Dozam raⁱ 2 

   

 ring औठंी  

Til sɪrtup 1 

Muchu sertup 1 

Yalbang sɪptu 1 

Kermi surtup̚ 1 

Yakpa sɪptu 1 

Bargaun sɛrtup 1 

Dozam sɪrtup 1 

    gold सनु  

Til sɛr 1 

Muchu ser 1 

Yalbang sɛr 1 

Kermi sər 1 

Yakpa sœr 1 

Bargaun sɛr 1 

Dozam sɛr 1 

    sun सूय<  

Til ɲⁱã 1 

Muchu ɲeⁱ 1 

Yalbang ɲa 1 

Kermi ɲⁱã 1 

Yakpa ɲã 1 

Bargaun ɲʏã 1 

Dozam ɲima 1 

   

 moon च� �  

Til dar 1 

Muchu ɖagar 1 

Yalbang dar 1 

Kermi dar 1 

Yakpa dar 1 

Bargaun dar 1 

Dozam dagar 1 

    sky आकाश  

Til nam 2 

Muchu nam 2 

Yalbang nam 2 

Kermi nam 2 

Yakpa nam 2 

Bargaun namaŋ 1 

Dozam namaŋ 1 

    star तारा  

Til karma 1 

Muchu karma 1 

Yalbang karma 1 

Kermi karma 1 

Yakpa karma 1 

Bargaun karma 1 

Dozam karma 1 
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 rain पानी (पछ< )  

Til tsʲerwa 1 

Muchu tsʲerba 1 

Yalbang tsʲʰɛrwa 1 

Kermi tsʲerwa 1 

Yakpa nam 2 

Bargaun tsʲʰerba 1 

Dozam tsʲʰerba 1 

    water पानी  

Til tsʲʰu 1 

Muchu tsʲʰu 1 

Yalbang tsʲʰu 1 

Kermi tsʲʰu 1 

Yakpa tsʲʰu 1 

Bargaun tsʲʰu 1 

Dozam tsʲʰu 1 

    small river खोला  

Til ɟuktsʲu 2 

Muchu luŋba 1 

Yalbang luŋba 1 

Kermi luŋba 1 

Yakpa luŋba 1 

Bargaun luŋba 1 

Dozam luŋba 1 

   

 large river नदी  

Til tsaŋbo 3 

Muchu map̚dʒa 2 

Yalbang maptʃa 2 

Kermi maptʃa 2 

Yakpa maptʃa 2 

Bargaun maʒep 1 

Dozam martʃal 2 

    cloud बादल  

Til tin 1 

Muchu tin 1 

Yalbang ʈin 1 

Kermi tin 1 

Yakpa ʈin 1 

Bargaun ʈin 1 

Dozam ʃin 1 

    lightning िबजलुी  

Til lokmar 1 

Muchu ʈok̚ 3 4 

Yalbang ʈak̚ 3 

Kermi lokkʲaŋman 2 

Yakpa ɖuk 4 

Bargaun loŋmar 1 

Dozam luŋmar 1 

   

 rainbow इ� �णेी  

Til dzʲa 1 

Muchu zʲa 1 

Yalbang dzʲa 1 

Kermi dzʲa 1 

Yakpa dzʲa 1 

Bargaun dzʲa 1 

Dozam dzʲa 1 

    wind बतास  

Til luŋbu 1 

Muchu luŋbu 1 

Yalbang luŋbu 1 

Kermi luŋbu 1 

Yakpa mur 2 

Bargaun luŋmar 1 

Dozam luŋmar 1 

    stone ढङुगा  

Til doa 1 

Muchu do 1 

Yalbang ɖo 1 

Kermi do 1 

Yakpa to 1 

Bargaun doa 1 

Dozam tugu 2 
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 path बाटो  

Til lam 1 

Muchu lam 1 

Yalbang lam 1 

Kermi lam 1 

Yakpa lam 1 

Bargaun lam 1 

Dozam lam 1 

    sand बालवुा  

Til pʲã 1 

Muchu pẽ 1 

Yalbang pẽ 1 

Kermi pẽ 1 

Yakpa pʲɛ ̃ 1 

Bargaun pʲã 1 

Dozam pema 1 

    fire आगो  

Til me 1 

Muchu me 1 

Yalbang me 1 

Kermi me 1 

Yakpa mɛ 1 

Bargaun me 1 

Dozam me 1 

   

 smoke धवुा ँ  

Til tʰypa 1 

Muchu tʏpa 1 

Yalbang tupa 1 

Kermi tutpa 1 

Yakpa tuppa 1 

Bargaun tutpa 1 

Dozam tut̚pa 1 

    ash खरानी  

Til koktal 2 

Muchu kok̚tal 2 

Yalbang kok̚tal 2 

Kermi tʰala 1 

Yakpa tʰala 1 

Bargaun tʰala 1 

Dozam tʰala 1 

    mud िहलो  

Til dambak̚ 1 

Muchu dambak̚ 1 

Yalbang damak 1 

Kermi daŋbak̚ 1 

Yakpa damak̚ 1 

Bargaun damak̚ 1 

Dozam dabak̚ 1 

   

dust (from soil) धलुो  

Til tʰala 1 

Muchu tʰʌlzup 3 

Yalbang sapʰur 4 

Kermi tʰala 1 

Yakpa tʰala 1 

Bargaun tʰala 1 

Dozam pʰe 2 

    tree 3ख  

Til doŋbo 1 

Muchu doŋbu 1 

Yalbang doŋbu 1 

Kermi doŋbu 1 

Yakpa toŋbu 1 

Bargaun doŋbu 1 

Dozam toŋba 1 

    leaf पात  

Til lɐpti 1 

Muchu lapti 1 

Yalbang lapti 1 

Kermi lep̚ 1 

Yakpa lɛp 1 

Bargaun lap 1 

Dozam lap 1 
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 root जरा  

Til patak 1 

Muchu padak̚ 1 

Yalbang patak 1 

Kermi paldak̚ 1 

Yakpa paldak̚ 1 

Bargaun patak 1 

Dozam paʈak 1 

    thorn काडँो  

Til tsʰermak̚ 1 

Muchu tsʰɛrmak 1 

Yalbang tsʰɛrmak̚ 1 

Kermi tsʰɛrmak̚ 1 

Yakpa tsʰɛrmak̚ 1 

Bargaun tsʰɛrmak̚ 1 

Dozam tsʰɛrmʲak̚ 1 

    flower फुल  

Til mendok̚ 1 

Muchu mɛndok 1 

Yalbang mendok̚ 1 

Kermi mɛndok̚ 1 

Yakpa mendok̚ 1 

Bargaun mɛndok̚ 1 

Dozam medok̚ 1 

   

 fruit फलफुल  

Til ʃintok̚ 1 

Muchu ʃiŋdok 1 

Yalbang ʂiŋtok̚ 1 

Kermi ʃindok̚ 1 

Yakpa ʃiŋdok̚ 1 

Bargaun ʃiŋdok̚ 1 

Dozam pʰʌlpʰul 2 

    wheat गहू ँ  

Til nɛː 2 

Muchu ʈʰo 1 

Yalbang ʈɻo 1 

Kermi ʈo 1 

Yakpa ʈo 1 

Bargaun ʈʰo 1 

Dozam ʈʰo 1 

    millet कोदो  

Til kodo 1 

Muchu koɖe 1 

Yalbang koɖe 1 

Kermi koru 1 

Yakpa koɖo 1 

Bargaun kodo 1 

Dozam kola 1 

   

 husked चामल  

Til ɖɛ ̃ 2 

Muchu ɖe 2 

Yalbang ɖɽai 2 

Kermi dai 2 

Yakpa ɖaⁱ 2 

Bargaun tʃuluk 1 

Dozam tʃulu 1 

    Potato आल ु  

Til alu x 

Muchu alu x 

Yalbang alo x 

Kermi tʰɔr 2 

Yakpa ʈoᵃ 1 

Bargaun alu x 

Dozam ʈomʌ 1 

    "dollo mula" दो�लो मुला  

Til lawuk 1 

Muchu lou 2 

Yalbang lou 2 

Kermi lau 2 

Yakpa lʌbuʔ 1 2 

Bargaun lʌbuk̚ 1 

Dozam lʌbʰuk̚ 1 
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Green leafy veg साग  

Til tsʰɛ 2 

Muchu ŋo 1 

Yalbang hepa 3 

Kermi ɲat 1 

Yakpa tsaⁱ 2 

Bargaun sag̥ x 

Dozam ŋat̚ 1 

    nettle िस* न ु  

Til sa 3 

Muchu sa 3 

Yalbang sa 3 

Kermi sa 3 

Yakpa sa 3 

Bargaun sua 1 

Dozam dza 2 

    chili खसुा<नी  

Til martsa 1 

Muchu martʃa 1 

Yalbang martsa 1 

Kermi mortsa 1 

Yakpa mortsa 1 

Bargaun mʌrtsa 1 

Dozam martsa 1 

   

 turmeric बसेार  

Til mɛna 3 

Muchu besar x 

Yalbang besar x 

Kermi ɲⁱa 1 2 

Yakpa ɲã 2 

Bargaun ɲua 1 

Dozam besar x 

    garlic लसून  

Til gokpa 1 

Muchu gokpa 1 

Yalbang gokpa 1 

Kermi gokpa 1 

Yakpa kokpa 1 

Bargaun guᵃkpa 1 

Dozam guᵃkpa 1 

    onion/chives H याज  

Til tsʰoŋ 1 

Muchu pjadʒ x 

Yalbang tsoŋ 1 

Kermi tsʰoŋ 1 

Yakpa tsoŋ 1 

Bargaun pjaʃ x 

Dozam pjadʒ x 

   

 oil तले  

Til marku 1 

Muchu marku 1 

Yalbang mɔrku 1 

Kermi marku 1 

Yakpa mʌrku 1 

Bargaun mʌrku 1 

Dozam mʌrku 1 

    salt नून  

Til tsʰa 1 

Muchu tsʰa 1 

Yalbang tsʰa 1 

Kermi tsʰa 1 

Yakpa tsʰa 1 

Bargaun tsʰa 1 

Dozam tsʰa 1 

    meat मास ु  

Til ʃia 1 

Muchu ʃa 1 

Yalbang ʃⁱa 1 

Kermi ʃia 1 

Yakpa ʃa 1 

Bargaun ʃⁱa 1 

Dozam ʃa 1 
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 fat बोसो  

Til tsɪluk 1 

Muchu tsilup̚ 1 

Yalbang tselu 1 

Kermi tselu 1 

Yakpa tsʰɪlu 1 

Bargaun tsɪlu 1 

Dozam tsʰilu 1 

    fish माछा  

Til ɲⁱa 1 

Muchu ɲa 1 

Yalbang ɲa 1 

Kermi ɲia 1 

Yakpa ɲa 1 

Bargaun ɲⁱa 1 

Dozam ɲⁱa 1 

   chicken (gen.) कुखरुा  

Til tsʲʰau 1 

Muchu tsʲau 1 

Yalbang tsʲʰau 1 

Kermi tsʲʰau 1 

Yakpa tsʲaũ 1 

Bargaun tsʲaũ 1 

Dozam tsʲaũ 1 

   

 egg फुल/आ�दा  

Til goã 1 

Muchu gõ 1 

Yalbang gõã 1 

Kermi gõ 1 

Yakpa kõa 1 

Bargaun gõã 1 

Dozam gõ 1 

    cow गाइर्  

Til palaŋ 1 

Muchu palaŋ 1 

Yalbang palaŋ 1 

Kermi palaŋ 1 

Yakpa palaŋ 1 

Bargaun palaŋ 1 

Dozam palaŋ 1 

    buffalo भैसंी  

Til mae 1 

Muchu mai 1 

Yalbang mai 1 

Kermi mai 1 

Yakpa mai 1 

Bargaun mai 1 

Dozam mai 1 

   

 milk दूध  

Til ɦoa 1 

Muchu ɦo 1 

Yalbang ɦõ 1 

Kermi ɦo 1 

Yakpa ɦõ 1 

Bargaun ɦõã 1 

Dozam homa 1 

    horn िसङ  

Til radʲok̚ 1 

Muchu racok̚ 1 

Yalbang ratʲu 1 

Kermi rai 2 

Yakpa rai 2 

Bargaun raʒu 1 

Dozam raˑʒo 1 

    tail पु̂  छर  

Til ŋã 1 

Muchu ŋã 1 

Yalbang ŋã 1 

Kermi ŋã 1 

Yakpa ŋã 1 

Bargaun ŋã 1 

Dozam ŋãma 1 
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 goat (gen.) बा_ा  

Til ra 1 

Muchu ra 1 

Yalbang ra 1 

Kermi ra 1 

Yakpa ra 1 

Bargaun ra 1 

Dozam ra 1 

    sheep (gen.) भेडंा  

Til luk 1 

Muchu luk̚ 1 

Yalbang luk 1 

Kermi luk 1 

Yakpa luk̚ 1 

Bargaun luk 1 

Dozam luk 1 

    dog कुकुर  

Til kʲʰi 1 

Muchu ci 1 

Yalbang ci 1 

Kermi kʰi 1 

Yakpa cʰi 1 

Bargaun cʰi 1 

Dozam cʰi 1 

   

 snake सप<  

Til ɖul 1 

Muchu ɖul 1 

Yalbang ɖʰul 1 

Kermi ɖul 1 

Yakpa ɖul 1 

Bargaun ɖul 1 

Dozam rul 1 

    monkey बादँर  

Til ʈiu 1 

Muchu ʈiu 1 

Yalbang ʈiu 1 

Kermi ʈiu 1 

Yakpa riu 1 

Bargaun ʈiu 1 

Dozam ʃiu 1 

    fly िझंगा  

Til ɖaŋma 1 

Muchu ɖaŋma 1 

Yalbang ɖaŋma 1 

Kermi ɖoŋma 1 

Yakpa ɖaŋma 1 

Bargaun ɖoŋ 1 

Dozam remjakpa 2 

   

 ant किमला  

Til ʈãjɛkpa 2 

Muchu ʈẽbu 1 

Yalbang ʈẽbũ 1 

Kermi tsʲãrakpa 2 

Yakpa tsʲarakpa 2 

Bargaun ʈãmu 1 

Dozam tẽmjakpa 2 

    spider माकुरा  

Til paulia 4 

Muchu balba 3 

Yalbang pabla 2 3 

Kermi papla 3 

Yakpa palba 3 

Bargaun labʌmʒe 1 

Dozam pamlai 2 4 

    name नाम  

Til miŋ 1 

Muchu min 1 

Yalbang min̪ 1 

Kermi min 1 

Yakpa min̪ 1 

Bargaun miŋ 1 

Dozam min̪ 1 
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 man लोa नमेा� छे  

Til pʰosar 4 

Muchu tʰu 3 

Yalbang tu 3 

Kermi piza 1 

Yakpa piza 1 

Bargaun puʒa 1 4 

Dozam pʰipso 2 

    woman आइमाइर्  

Til põː 1 

Muchu põ 1 

Yalbang põ 1 

Kermi põ 1 

Yakpa põ 1 

Bargaun põ 1 

Dozam pompʰʌ 2 

    baby ब^ चा  

Til ʈua 2 

Muchu tuka 2 

Yalbang ʈuka 2 

Kermi ʈuo 2 

Yakpa tugu 2 

Bargaun kãta 1 

Dozam ʈugu 2 

   

 father बा  

Til ou 2 

Muchu aʰja 1 

Yalbang aija 1 

Kermi hawa 1 

Yakpa awa 1 

Bargaun aⁱja 1 

Dozam aⁱja 1 

    mother आमा  

Til ãː 1 

Muchu ã 1 

Yalbang ã 1 

Kermi ãː 1 

Yakpa ãː 1 

Bargaun ãː 1 

Dozam ama x 

    older brother दाज ु/ दाb यू  

Til au 3 

Muchu azʲu 1 

Yalbang azʲu 1 

Kermi ai 2 

Yakpa ai 2 

Bargaun azʲu 1 

Dozam ajo 1 

   

younger brother भाई  

Til nõː 1 2 

Muchu nɔ ̃ 1 2 

Yalbang nã 2 

Kermi nũ 1 

Yakpa nũ 1 

Bargaun nõ 1 2 

Dozam nõː 1 2 

    older sister िददी  

Til ei 2 

Muchu iː 2 

Yalbang eʒi 1 

Kermi iː 2 

Yakpa ei 2 

Bargaun aʒi 1 

Dozam ʌʒi 1 

    younger sist. बिहनी  

Til nõː 1 

Muchu nũ 1 

Yalbang nũ 1 

Kermi nũ 1 

Yakpa nõ 1 

Bargaun nõː 1 

Dozam numu 1 
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 son छोरा  

Til ʈu 2 

Muchu ʈu 2 

Yalbang ʈũ 2 

Kermi piza 1 

Yakpa piza 1 

Bargaun puʒa 1 

Dozam piza 1 

    daughter छोरी  

Til põː 1 

Muchu põ 1 

Yalbang põ 1 

Kermi põ 1 

Yakpa põ 1 

Bargaun põ 1 

Dozam pomu 2 

    husband cीमान  

Til makpa 1 

Muchu coka 3 

Yalbang makpa 1 

Kermi makpa 1 

Yakpa kitʲal 4 

Bargaun makpa 1 

Dozam kʰimʒaŋ 2 

   

 wife cीमती  

Til na 3 

Muchu cemʒama 2 

Yalbang na 3 

Kermi na 3 

Yakpa paŋma 1 

Bargaun paŋma 1 

Dozam kʰimʒaŋmu 2 

    boy (15< yrs) केटा  

Til piza 2 

Muchu ʈuʈuka 3 

Yalbang nã 4 

Kermi piza 2 

Yakpa tsʲoktɔŋ 1 

Bargaun caktuŋ 1 

Dozam piza 2 

    girl (15< yrs) केटी  

Til põː 1 

Muchu põ(ʈuka) 2 

Yalbang nũ 4 

Kermi põ 1 

Yakpa najuŋ 3 

Bargaun pũ 1 

Dozam pomu 1 

   

 day िदन  

Til ɕak 1 

Muchu ʃak 1 

Yalbang ʃak 1 

Kermi ʃak 1 

Yakpa ʃak 1 

Bargaun ɕak 1 

Dozam jak 1 

    night रात  

Til tsʰamỹn 1 

Muchu tʃɛmɪn 1 

Yalbang tsʰamɪn 1 

Kermi tsʰamɪn 1 

Yakpa tsʰamỹn 1 

Bargaun tsʰamỹn 1 

Dozam tsʰamʏn 1 

    morning िबहान  

Til nemeʔ 3 

Muchu ʃokle 1 

Yalbang ʃaklai 1 

Kermi ʃoklai 1 

Yakpa ʃɔklaⁱ 1 

Bargaun ʃɔkla 1 

Dozam toblaⁱ 2 
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 afternoon िदउँसो  

Til ɲimʏn 1 

Muchu ɲimɪn 1 

Yalbang ɲigõŋ 2 

Kermi ɲimɪn 1 

Yakpa ɲimyn 1 

Bargaun ɲimʏn 1 

Dozam ɲimʏn 1 

    evening बलेकुा  

Til gɔmʏn 1 

Muchu gomɪn 1 

Yalbang gomɪn 1 

Kermi gomʏn 1 

Yakpa komʉn 1 

Bargaun gʷoŋmʏn 1 

Dozam kʰomʏn 1 

    today आज  

Til tiriŋ 1 

Muchu tiriŋ 1 

Yalbang tiriŋ 1 

Kermi tiriŋ 1 

Yakpa tiriŋ 1 

Bargaun tiriŋ 1 

Dozam tiriŋ 1 

   

 yesterday िहजो  

Til daŋ 1 

Muchu daŋ 1 

Yalbang daŋ 1 

Kermi daŋ 1 

Yakpa daŋ 1 

Bargaun daŋ 1 

Dozam daŋ 1 

    tomorrow भोिल  

Til ɲɛro 1 

Muchu ɲetuk̚ 2 

Yalbang ɲaⁱʈu 1 2 

Kermi ɲaru 1 

Yakpa ŋaru 1 

Bargaun ŋaru 1 

Dozam ŋaru 1 

    week हH ता  

Til sagor 3 

Muchu dun 1 

Yalbang dun 1 

Kermi dun 1 

Yakpa tyn 1 

Bargaun dʏn 1 

Dozam jʌŋmicep 2 

   

 month मिहना  

Til daː 1 

Muchu daː 1 

Yalbang daː 1 

Kermi daː 1 

Yakpa daː 1 

Bargaun da 1 

Dozam daa 1 

    year बष<  

Til lo 1 

Muchu lo 1 

Yalbang lo 1 

Kermi lo 1 

Yakpa lo 1 

Bargaun lo 1 

Dozam lo 1 

    old (things) परुानो  

Til ɲiŋba 1 

Muchu ɲiŋba 1 

Yalbang ɲiŋpa 1 

Kermi ɲiŋba 1 

Yakpa ɲiŋba 1 

Bargaun ɲiŋba 1 

Dozam ɲiŋba 1 
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 new (things) नया ँ  

Til sarwa 1 

Muchu sɛrba 1 

Yalbang sarwa 1 

Kermi sarwa 1 

Yakpa sarba 1 

Bargaun sarba 1 

Dozam sɛrba 1 

    good रा@ो  

Til jɛwo 1 

Muchu lau 1 

Yalbang lau 1 

Kermi lau 1 

Yakpa lawu 1 

Bargaun jebu 1 

Dozam lʲabo 1 

    bad खराब / नरा@ो  

Til hage 1 

Muchu nowa 3 

Yalbang nowa 3 

Kermi nowa 3 

Yakpa hagi 1 

Bargaun haxe 1 

Dozam abe 2 

   

 wet िभजकेो  

Til lʏnba 1 

Muchu pãba 2 

Yalbang lomba 1 

Kermi lonba 1 

Yakpa lʏnba 1 

Bargaun luŋba 1 

Dozam papãba 2 

    dry सकुेको  

Til kampo 3 

Muchu kamkamba 2 

Yalbang kau 1 

Kermi kãu 1 

Yakpa kãbu 1 3 

Bargaun kãbu 1 3 

Dozam kamkamma 2 

    long लामो  

Til riŋmu 1 

Muchu riŋbu 1 

Yalbang riŋbu 1 

Kermi riŋbu 1 

Yakpa riŋmu 1 

Bargaun riŋbu 1 

Dozam riŋbo 1 

   

 short छोटो  

Til ʈuŋmu 1 2 

Muchu ʈun 2 

Yalbang ʈun 2 

Kermi tun 2 

Yakpa tun 2 

Bargaun ʈuⁱma 1 

Dozam ʈuⁱma 1 

    hot (things) तातो  

Til tsʰande 1 

Muchu tsʰãdi 1 

Yalbang tsʰade 1 

Kermi tsʲãdi 1 

Yakpa ʈonbu x 

Bargaun tsʰãdi 1 

Dozam tsʰãde 1 

    cold (things) िचसो  

Til ʈɐŋmu 1 

Muchu ʈaŋbu 1 

Yalbang ʈʰoŋmu 1 

Kermi ʈoŋmu 1 

Yakpa ʈoŋmu 1 

Bargaun ʈɵŋmu 1 

Dozam ʈaŋmu 1 
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 right दािहन े/ दाया ँ  

Til jɛwa 1 

Muchu jɛwa 1 

Yalbang jaⁱwa 1 

Kermi jɛwa 1 

Yakpa jaⁱba 1 

Bargaun jæpa 1 

Dozam jɛⁱba 1 

    left दNे े/ बाया ँ  

Til jønpa 1 

Muchu jʏma 1 

Yalbang jøjma 1 

Kermi jøma 1 

Yakpa jøⁱma 1 

Bargaun jʏnma 1 

Dozam jønma 1 

    near निजक  

Til tsa 3 

Muchu ɲeũ 1 2 

Yalbang ɲeũ 1 2 

Kermi ɲeoŋ 2 

Yakpa ɲeũ 1 2 

Bargaun ɲeõ 1 2 

Dozam ɲemu 1 

   

 far टाढा  

Til tʰak̚riŋbu 1 

Muchu tʰak̚riŋbu 1 

Yalbang tariŋmo 1 

Kermi tʰariŋbo 1 

Yakpa tʰaruŋmu 1 

Bargaun tʰak̚riŋbu 1 

Dozam tʰariŋbo 1 

    big ठूलो  

Til tsʲʰowo 1 

Muchu tsʲʰabu 1 

Yalbang tsʲʰopo 1 

Kermi tsʲʰopu 1 

Yakpa tsʲʰobu 1 

Bargaun tsʲʰobu 1 

Dozam tsʲʰowo 1 

    small सानो  

Til tsʲʰuŋmu 1 2 

Muchu tsʲun 2 

Yalbang tsʲʏn 2 

Kermi tsʲun 2 

Yakpa tsʲuŋma 1 2 

Bargaun tsʲima 1 

Dozam tsʲima 1 

   

 heavy गdeुो   

Til dzʲindi 1 

Muchu zʲindi 1 

Yalbang zʲĩdi 1 

Kermi zʲindi 1 

Yakpa tsʲindi 1 

Bargaun dzʲĩdi 1 

Dozam dʒinde 1 

    light हलकुा  

Til jaŋmo 1 

Muchu jaŋmu 1 

Yalbang jaŋmũ 1 

Kermi jaŋmu 1 

Yakpa jɛũ 2 

Bargaun jʉŋmu 1 

Dozam jɐŋmu 1 

    below तल / मिुन  

   Til ɦok 3 

Muchu jogne 2 

Yalbang gogne 1 2 

Kermi gukna 1 

Yakpa gugna 1 

Bargaun gugna 1 2 

Dozam kuglʌ 1 
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 white सतेो  

Til karpo 1 

Muchu karbu 1 

Yalbang karwo 1 

Kermi karu 1 

Yakpa karbu 1 

Bargaun karpu 1 

Dozam karbo 1 

    black कालो  

Til nakpo 1 

Muchu nakbu 1 

Yalbang nakpu 1 

Kermi nakpu 1 

Yakpa nakpu 1 

Bargaun nakpu 1 

Dozam nakpo 1 

    red रातो  

Til mɐru 1 

Muchu marbu 1 

Yalbang marwu 1 

Kermi maru 1 

Yakpa marbu 1 

Bargaun marbu 1 

Dozam marbo 1 

   

 one एक  

Til tʃik 1 

Muchu tʃek 1 

Yalbang tʃɪk 1 

Kermi tʃik 1 

Yakpa tʃik 1 

Bargaun tʃik 1 

Dozam dzik 1 

    two दईु  

Til ɲiː 1 

Muchu ɲi 1 

Yalbang ɲi 1 

Kermi ɲiː 1 

Yakpa ɲiː 1 

Bargaun ɲiː 1 

Dozam ɲiː 1 

    three तीन  

Til sum 1 

Muchu sum 1 

Yalbang sum 1 

Kermi sum 1 

Yakpa sum 1 

Bargaun sum 1 

Dozam sum 1 

   

 four चार  

Til ʒi 1 

Muchu ʒi 1 

Yalbang dʒi 1 

Kermi ʒi 1 

Yakpa ʃi 1 

Bargaun ʒi 1 

Dozam ʒi 1 

    five पाचँ  

Til ŋa 1 

Muchu ŋa 1 

Yalbang ŋa 1 

Kermi ŋa 1 

Yakpa ŋa 1 

Bargaun ŋa 1 

Dozam ŋa 1 

    six छ  

Til ʈʰuk 1 

Muchu ʈʰuk 1 

Yalbang ʈʰuk 1 

Kermi ʈʰuk 1 

Yakpa ʈʰuk 1 

Bargaun ʈuk 1 

Dozam ʈuk 1 
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 seven सात  

Til dyn 1 

Muchu dʏn 1 

Yalbang dʉn 1 

Kermi dun 1 

Yakpa tun 1 

Bargaun dʉn 1 

Dozam tʉn 1 

    eight आठ  

Til ɟɛʔ 1 

Muchu ɟe 1 

Yalbang ɟet 1 

Kermi ɟet̚ 1 

Yakpa ɟɛt 1 

Bargaun ɟet 1 

Dozam ɟɛt 1 

    nine नौ  

Til gu 1 

Muchu ⁿgo 1 

Yalbang gu 1 

Kermi ⁿgu 1 

Yakpa ku 1 

Bargaun gu 1 

Dozam ku 1 

   

 ten दश  

Til tsʲu 1 

Muchu tsʲu 1 

Yalbang tsʲu 1 

Kermi tsʲu 1 

Yakpa tsʲu 1 

Bargaun tsʲu 1 

Dozam tsʲu 1 

    eleven एघार  

Til tsʲutsʲik 1 

Muchu tsʲuktsʲek 1 

Yalbang tsʲuktsʲɪk 1 

Kermi tsʲutsʲik 1 

Yakpa tsʲutsʲik 1 

Bargaun tsʲuktsʲik 1 

Dozam tsʲuktsʲik 1 

    twelve बाd  

Til tsʲuɲiː 1 

Muchu tsʲuni 1 

Yalbang tsʲuɲi 1 

Kermi tsʲuni 1 

Yakpa tsʲuɲi 1 

Bargaun tsʲuɲi 1 

Dozam tsʲuɲiː 1 

   

 twenty बीस  

Til ɲiʃu 1 

Muchu ɲiʃu 1 

Yalbang ɲiʃu 1 

Kermi ɲiʃu 1 

Yakpa ɲiʃu 1 

Bargaun ɲiʃu 1 

Dozam ɲiʃu 1 

    hundred सय  

Til ɟa 1 

Muchu ɟa 1 

Yalbang ɟa 1 

Kermi ɟa 1 

Yakpa ɟa 1 

Bargaun ɟa 1 

Dozam ca 1 

    who? को?  

Til su 1 

Muchu su 1 

Yalbang suda 1 

Kermi su 1 

Yakpa su 1 

Bargaun su 1 

Dozam su 1 
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 what? के?  

Til tsʲi 1 

Muchu tsʲi 1 

Yalbang tsʲida 1 

Kermi tsʲida 1 

Yakpa tsʲi 1 

Bargaun tsʲi 1 

Dozam tsʲi 1 

    where? कहा?ँ  

Til kana 1 

Muchu kãla 1 2 

Yalbang kãla 1 2 

Kermi kana 1 

Yakpa kana 1 

Bargaun kãna 1 

Dozam kʌl 2 

    when? किहल?े  

Til nam 1 

Muchu nam 1 

Yalbang nam 1 

Kermi nam 1 

Yakpa nam 1 

Bargaun nam 1 

Dozam nam 1 

   

 what kind? क* तो?  

Til tsʲira tsʲikpa 4 

Muchu tsʲida 4 

Yalbang tsʲiduwa 3 

Kermi tsʲukdawa 3 

Yakpa tsʲida 4 

Bargaun tsʲugna 1 

Dozam tsʲirada 2 

    this यो  

Til de 3 

Muchu di 3 

Yalbang ide 1 

Kermi di 3 

Yakpa di 3 

Bargaun idi 1 

Dozam hoine 2 

    that ' यो  

Til pʰei 1 

Muchu pʰai 1 

Yalbang oⁱde 2 

Kermi pʰaŋɛi 1 

Yakpa pʰaⁱna 1 

Bargaun pʰaina 1 

Dozam pʰaine 1 

   

 those ती  

Til pʰeigʲa 1 

Muchu pʰai 3 

Yalbang odeja 4 

Kermi pʰaŋɛi 2 

Yakpa pʰaⁱna 1 

Bargaun pʰaina 1 

Dozam pʰaine 1 

    same उही/एउट/ैउ*त ै  

Til tsʲikpa 4 

Muchu tsʲekpa 4 

Yalbang tsʲore 3 

Kermi tsʲora 3 

Yakpa tsʲikpa 4 

Bargaun tʰakriŋbunaŋ 1 

Dozam otsʲerade 2 

    whole परुा  

Til tsaŋma 2 

Muchu tamdzʲet 3 

Yalbang ʂugi 4 

Kermi tsʲaŋma 2 

Yakpa tsʰaŋma 2 

Bargaun gaŋpu 1 

Dozam tsʰaŋbo 2 
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 broken फुf यो  

Til tsʲʰak 1 

Muchu tsʲak 1 

Yalbang tsʲʰak 1 

Kermi tsʲʰæk 1 

Yakpa tsʲʰak 1 

Bargaun tsʲʰak 1 

Dozam tsʲʰak 1 

    few थोरै  

Til ɲuŋmu 1 

Muchu pili 3 

Yalbang ɲuɲmaⁱ 1 

Kermi ɨma 2 

Yakpa ɲuŋ 1 

Bargaun ɲuŋsɛ 1 

Dozam ɲuŋse 1 

    many धरेै / थ1ु ै  

Til maŋbo 1 

Muchu maŋbu 1 

Yalbang maŋbu 1 

Kermi maŋbo 1 

Yakpa maŋbo 1 

Bargaun maŋsɛ 1 

Dozam maŋbo 1 

   

 all सब ै  

Til tsʰaŋgo 1 

Muchu tamdzʲet 3 

Yalbang ʂugi 4 

Kermi tsʲaŋma 1 

Yakpa tsʰaŋma 1 

Bargaun tsʰaŋpo 1 

Dozam kʰurukʌ 2 

    eat खायो/नखाऊ  

Til sa (se) 1 

Muchu sa (se) 1 

Yalbang sa 1 

Kermi sa (sõ) 1 

Yakpa sa (so) 1 

Bargaun so (sa) 1 

Dozam ʒaⁱ (dʒaⁱ) 1 

    bite (dog) टोI यो/नटोक  

Til dʲak (cap) 2 

Muchu mu/ɟak̚ 1 2 

Yalbang dʲak̚  (ɟap) 2 

Kermi ɟap 2 

Yakpa muŋ (muk) 1 

Bargaun muk 1 

Dozam muk 1 

   

 be hungry भोक लाa यो  

Til tori 1 

Muchu tɔri 1 

Yalbang tari 1 

Kermi tori 1 

Yakpa tokri 1 

Bargaun tari 1 

Dozam tɔri 1 

    drink िपयो/निपऊ  

Til tʰuŋ (tuŋ) 1 

Muchu tuŋ (tũ)  1 

Yalbang tʰuŋ 1 

Kermi tʰuŋ (tõ) 1 

Yakpa tʰoŋ (tũŋ) 1 

Bargaun tʰuŋ (tuŋ) 1 

Dozam tuŋ 1 

    be thirsty ितखा< लाa यो  

Til kumdi 1 

Muchu kumɖi 1 

Yalbang kumdi 1 

Kermi kumdi 1 

Yakpa komdi 1 

Bargaun kumdi 1 

Dozam kumdi 1 
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 sleep स'ु यो/नसतु  

Til ɲal (ŋʲal) 1 

Muchu ɲal 1 

Yalbang ɲal 1 

Kermi ŋal (ɲɛl) 1 

Yakpa ɲal 1 

Bargaun ɲal 1 

Dozam ɲal 1 

    sit ब* यो/नबस  

Til døʔ (dɛ) 1 

Muchu døt̚ (de) 1 

Yalbang dot̚ (da) 1 

Kermi dot̚ (da) 1 

Yakpa tot̚ (ta) 1 

Bargaun dot̚ (dat) 1 

Dozam tot̚ (ta) 1 

    give िदयो/नदऊे  

Til ter (tɛ) 1 

Muchu ter (te) 1 

Yalbang tat (tat̚) 1 

Kermi ter (ta) 1 

Yakpa tat (ta) 1 

Bargaun ʈer (tat̚) 1 

Dozam ter (ta) 1 

   

 burn (intr.) बh यो/नबाल   

Til ʈoŋ (taŋ) 1 

Muchu bar 2 

Yalbang tsʲʰe 3 

Kermi tsʲʰɛ/toŋ 1 3 

Yakpa toŋ (ʈoŋ) 1 

Bargaun but̚ (pur) 4 

Dozam toŋ (taŋ) 1 

    die मi यो/नमर  

Til ʃe/ɕøʔ 1 2 

Muchu ʃe/søt̚ 1 2 

Yalbang ɕe (ɕi) 2 

Kermi ʃe 2 

Yakpa ʃi 2 

Bargaun ʃi 2 

Dozam ʃe 2 

    kill माi यो/नमार  

Til se/søʔ 1 2 

Muchu ʃe/sʏt̚ 1 2 

Yalbang so (sa) 1 

Kermi sa 1 

Yakpa sa/søt 1 2 

Bargaun sot̚ (sat) 2 

Dozam ʃa 1 

   

 fly (bird) उj यो/नउड  

Til pʰur 1 

Muchu pʰur 1 

Yalbang pʰur 1 

Kermi pʰur 1 

Yakpa pʰur 1 

Bargaun pʰur 1 

Dozam pʰur 1 

    walk िहंj यो/निहंड  

Til laː (lãː) 1 

Muchu la/ɖo 1 3 

Yalbang la/ɖo 1 3 

Kermi la 1 

Yakpa lã/ɖo 1 3 

Bargaun lãŋ/ɖo 1 3 

Dozam pu/do 2 3 

    jump उ9 ्रयो/नउ9 ्र   

Til pʰur 2 

Muchu pʰar 2 

Yalbang pʰak̚ (pʰak) 2 

Kermi pʰa 2 

Yakpa pʰaʔ (pʰʌ) 2 

Bargaun tsʲoŋ 1 

Dozam pʰar 2 
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 swim पौडी खhे यो/नपौडी खले  

Til cal cæp 1 

Muchu ɟap 1 

Yalbang tsʲal ɟap 1 

Kermi cal ɟap 1 

Yakpa cap̚ (cap) 1 

Bargaun tsʲal ɟap 1 

Dozam ɟap 1 

    go गयो/नजाऊ  

Til lã/ɖo 1 2 

Muchu lã/ɖo 1 2 

Yalbang laː/ɖo 1 2 

Kermi laː/ɖo 1 2 

Yakpa laŋ/ɖo 1 2 

Bargaun laŋ/ɖo 1 2 

Dozam pu/ɖo 1 

    come आयो/नआऊ  

Til soŋ/maŋ 1 2 

Muchu suŋ/maŋ 1 2 

Yalbang sõ/maŋ 1 2 

Kermi joŋ (dzuŋ) 1 

Yakpa joŋ (suŋ) 1 

Bargaun juŋ (ʒuŋ) 1 

Dozam juŋ (ʒuŋ) 1 

   

 speak बोh यो/नबोल  

Til toŋ (taŋ) 1 

Muchu toŋ (taŋ) 1 

Yalbang toŋ (taŋ) 1 

Kermi taŋ 1 

Yakpa tɔŋ (taŋ) 1 

Bargaun ɟa tot (ɟa tat) 2 

Dozam cap 3 

    hear स�ु यो/नसनु  

Til ko/ɲin 1 2 

Muchu hako/ɲin 1 2 

Yalbang ɲen 1 

Kermi ɲan 1 

Yakpa tʲor/ɲɛn 1 3 

Bargaun ɲan 1 

Dozam jen (jan) 1 

    see दBे यो  

Til tãŋ 1 

Muchu tʰoŋ 1 

Yalbang tʰoŋ 1 

Kermi tʰoŋ 1 

Yakpa tʰoŋ 1 

Bargaun ʈʰoŋ 1 

Dozam tʰoŋ 1 

   

 I (1st sg) म  

Til ŋa 1 

Muchu ŋa 1 

Yalbang ŋa 1 

Kermi ŋa 1 

Yakpa ŋaraŋ 1 

Bargaun ŋaraŋ 1 

Dozam ŋa 1 

   you (2nd sg inf) ितमी  

Til kʰʏ 4 

Muchu tʲo 3 

Yalbang tʲo 3 

Kermi co 1 

Yakpa cʰaraŋ 2 

Bargaun cʰo 1 

Dozam kʰeraŋ 2 

   you (2nd sg for) तपा�  

Til ceraŋ 1 

Muchu hoʒak 3 

Yalbang horaŋ 3 

Kermi coraŋ 1 

Yakpa cʰaraŋ 1 

Bargaun caraŋ 1 

Dozam cʰo 2 
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 he (only) उनी (keʈa)  

Til kʰo 2 3 

Muchu kʰo 2 3 

Yalbang kʰe 3 

Kermi kʰo 2 3 

Yakpa kʰoroŋ 2 

Bargaun cʰoktuŋ 1 

Dozam kʰoraŋ 2 

    she (only) उनी (keʈi)  

Til mo 2 

Muchu kʰo 3 4 

Yalbang kʰe 3 

Kermi kʰo 3 4 

Yakpa kʰoroŋ 4 

Bargaun nʌʒuŋ 1 

Dozam mo 2 

    we (1st pl, incl) हामीहn  

Til ɲegʲa 5 

Muchu hotamʒe 4 

Yalbang ɲegaũ 5 

Kermi ɲeraŋɟa 3 

Yakpa hɔrɔŋ 6 

Bargaun wahaɟaŋpu 1 

Dozam waraŋure 2 

   

 we (1st pl, excl) हामी  

Til ɲegamu 2 

Muchu hoɲi 3 

Yalbang ɲe 2 

Kermi ɲeɟa 2 

Yakpa hɔrɔŋca 4 

Bargaun waraŋ 1 

Dozam waraŋure 1 

   you (2nd pl, inf) ितमीहn  

Til cʰeca 1 

Muchu kʰeja 1 

Yalbang cʰe 1 

Kermi kʰeɟa 1 

Yakpa cʰeraŋca 1 

Bargaun cʰeraŋ 1 

Dozam cʰeraŋure 1 

   you (2nd pl, for) तपा�हn  

Til kʰeraŋca 1 

Muchu hoʒak̚ja 2 

Yalbang horaŋja 2 

Kermi ceraŋɟa 1 

Yakpa cʰeraŋca 1 

Bargaun cʰagaŋpo 1 

Dozam cʰeraŋure 1 

   

they (3rd pl, inf) उनीहn  

Til cʰeca 4 

Muchu kʰoja 3 

Yalbang kʰɔja 3 

Kermi kʰoɟa 3 

Yakpa kʰoraŋca 1 

Bargaun kʰwaraŋ 1 

Dozam pʰaiure 2 
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APPENDIX B-1: KNOWLEDGEABLE INSIDER QUESTIONNAIRE 
SCHEDULE 

My name is ____. What is your name? We are from the Central Department of Linguistics, Tribhuvan University. We 
are here to learn about your language and its situation. We have come to research the languages of this village. We 
will ask you questions about your village and the languages used in your village. We will give the information given 
by you to others. Can you give us help? 
मरेो नाम.............. हो। तपा�को नाम के हो? हामी ि�भवुन िव2 विव�ालय भाषािव�ान के��ीय िवभागबाट आएका हौ।ं हामी 
तपा�ह3ल ेबोhन े भाषाको अ4 ययन अनसु� धान गन< आएका हौ।ं तपा�को गाउँ र तपा�ह3ल ेबोhन े भाषाका बारेमा हामी केही 
12 नहn सो4न चाह�छौ।ँ तपा�ल ेिदन ुभएको भाषासE ब� धी जानकारी अ3 मािनसलाई पिन दखेाउन ेछौ।ं तपा�ल ेहामीलाई सहायता 
गन< सIनहु�ुछ? 

INFORMED CONSENT:  Given: □    Not Given: □ 
1. Subject Number  
2. Date Day:         Month:                   Year:   

3. Place of Interview 

(a) Village:  
(b) VDC:   
(c) GPS Coordinates: ……………………………E 
       ………………………………………………..N 

4. Interviewer’s Name  
5. Language of Elicitation  
6. Language of Response  
7. Interpreter’s Name (if needed)  
8. Sex:  (a)  �  Male    (b) �  Female            
9. Full Name         तपा�को परुा नाम के हो? 
10. Age          तपा�को उमरे? 
11. What is your mother tongue?      तपा�को मात ृभाषा के हो? 

a. [If Tibetan:] Just like Lhasa Tibetan?:  लासा िट7 बटेन ज* त ैछ? 
12. What do others call your language?   तपा�को भाषा नबोhन ेमा�छेल ेतपा�को भाषालाई के भ�छन्? 
13. Are there any other names for this language? यो भाषाका अ3 के के नाम छन्? 
14. What village were you born in?   तपा� कहा ँज� मनभुयो? 
15. Where do you live now?       तपा� आजभोिल कहा ँब* नहु�ु छ? 
16. How long have you been living here?      तपा� अिहल ेबसकेो ठाउँमा कित बष< ब* नभुयो? 
17. Have you lived anywhere else for more than a year? तपा� आn ठाउँमा एक वष< भ�दा बढी ब¨ ुभएको छ? 
(If yes): a. Where?  कहा?ँ  b. When?  किहल?े  c. How long did you live there?  कित समयसEम? 
18. Where is your father from?   तपा�को बवुाको खास गाउँ कुन हो? 
19. What is his mother tongue?   उहाकँो मात ृभाषा के हो? 
20. Where is your mother from?   तपा�को आमाको माइित घर कहा ँहो? 
21. What is her mother tongue?   उहाकँो मात ृभाषा के हो? 
22. How many homes are there in your village?  तपा�को गाउँमा कित वटा घरहn छन् ? 
23. Which religion do you practice?     तपा� कुन धम< मा� न ुह�ु छ? 

a. [If Buddhist]: कुन बिुधत्   हो? For example: Nyingmapa, Gelugpa. 
24. Are there other religions present in the village?  तपा�को गाउँमा अरको धम<हn छन? For example Hindu. 
25. Other ethnic groups residing in your area?   आn जातीका मािनसहn यहा ँब* चन्? 

a. [If “yes”:] Other languages spoken by those groups? िय जातीका मािनसहn कुन कुन भाषाहn बोh छन्? 
26. Do you have different clans (rhuba) in your village?  तपा�को गाउँमा िबिभ� न कुलह3 (rhuba) छन्  ?  

a. Which ones?     कुन कुन? 
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27. Do you have different castes (jaat) in your village?  तपा�को गाउँमा धदे ैजातह3 छन्  ? 
a. Which ones?     कुन कुन? 

28. Is there intermarriage in your village?   तपा�को गाउँमा अ�तजातीय िववाह भएको छ? 
a. [If yes:] With which ethnic groups?   कुनकुन जाती संग? 

29. Do people from your village marry people from outside your village/VDC area?  
तपा�को गाउँको मा� छे अn गाउँगिवसको  मा� छेसंग िबबाह गछ< न् ? 

a. From which other places?    कुन कुन अn गाउँको मा� छेसंग िबबाह गछ< न् ? 
b. Do people from your village marry people from ____________________ area?  

तपा�को गाउँको मा� छे _______________ितरको मा� छेसंग पिन िबबाह गछ< न् ?  
i. Limi area 
ii. Muchu area 
iii. Khangalgaun area 
iv. Hepka/Kermi area 
v. Bahragaun area (Nyinba) 
vi. Purang  

c. What do people think about it; Is it good or not? (ask about each place separately)  
मा� छेहnको िबचारमा ' यो रा@ो छ िक नरा@ो? 

30. [Polyandry:] Do women have more than one husband in this village?  
[बहपुित 1था:] के यस गाउँको कुन ै* वा* नीमािनसको एउटा भ� दा बदी लोa न ेछ? 

a. [If yes:] How many: (all, most, some, almost none)? 
[छ भन:े] कितजनाको: (सबकैो, धरैेजसोको, कसकैो पिन छैन)? 

b. When young people get married nowadays, do they also marry this way? 
के आज भोिलका जवान आईमाईह3 पिन यसरी िबह ेगछ< न्  ? 

31. We have heard that different areas of Humla are divided into clusters. We have heard about Satthapale 
(around Muchu), Syandephale and Panchsati (around Hepka and Kermi) and Barthapale (around 
Bahragaun) and Limi. हामील ेसनुकेा छौ ँिक हEु लालाई िविम� न भागमा बािँडएको छ। हामील ेSathapale (Muchu 
निजक), Syandepale र Panchsati (Hepka र Kermi निजक), र Barthapale (Bahragaun निजक) र Limiको बारेमा 
सनुकेा छौ।ँ 

a. Do you have any local names for these groups? यी समूहह3को * थानीय नामह3 छन्  ? यी कसरी 
मह' वपूण< छन? 

b. Why are these important? यी िकन मह' वपूण< छन? 
c. Can you tell us little bit more about what it means to belong to these groups? के तपा� हामीलाई यी 

समहुह3मा बािँडनकुो अथ< के हो केही अ3 कुरा बताइिदन सI नहु�ु छ?  
32. Have you heard of Humli Khyampas (nomads that travel)? 

तपा�ल ेहEु ली खE पा (घमु� त ेजात) को बारेमा स�ु नभुएको छ? 
a. Do they come to your village?    के ितनीह3 तपा�को गाउँमा आउँछन्  ? 
b. Has anyone in your village married with a Humli Khyampa? (anyone living here now?) 

के तपा�को गाउँको कसलै ेहEु ली खE पासगँ िबह ेगरेका छन्  ? (उनीह3म4 य ेकोही यही ब* दछैन?) 
c. Is their language similar or different to yours? उनीह3को भाषा तपा�को भाषा ज* त ैछ िक फरक? 
d. Can you tell us little bit more about them?  के तपा� हामीलाई ितनीह3को बारेमा केही थप कुरा 

बताइिदन सI नहु�ु छ? 
33. How often do men from your village travel outside the village?  

तपा�को गाउँको लोa न ेमा� छेहn कितको गाउँबाट बािहर जा� छन् ? 
[Ask these questions for each of the different locations:] 

a. Where do they go?      कुनकुन ठाउँहnमा जा� छन् ? 
b. What are the reasons they travel outside the village?  केको लािग बािहर जा� छन् ? 
c. In which seasons do people go to these places?   कुन मिहनामा ' यो ठाउँमा जा� छन् ? 
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d. For how long do they generally remain outside the village?  1य ' यो ठाउँमा कित समया ब* छन् ? 
34. How often do women from your village travel outside the village?  

तपा�को गाउँको आइमाइ मा� छेहn कितको गाउँबाट बािहर जा� छन् ? 
[Ask these questions for each of the different locations:] 

a. Where do they go?      कुनकुन ठाउँहnमा जा� छन् ? 
b. What are the reasons they travel outside the village?  केको लािग बािहर जा� छन् ? 
c. In which seasons do people go to these places?   कुन मिहनामा ' यो ठाउँमा जा� छन् ? 
d. For how long do they generally remain outside the village?  1य ' यो ठाउँमा कित समया ब* छन् ? 

We have heard that there are other places here in Humla that people speak in a similar way to the way you do; 
around Limi, around Muchu, around Khangalgaun, around Hepka (Yakpa), around Bahragau (Nyimba), don’t they? 

हामील ेसनुकेो छौ ंिक एता हEु लामा आn ठाउँहाnमा पिन तपा�को भाषा ज* त ैबोिल� छ।  
िलिम ितर, मछुु ितर, खांगलगाउँ ितर, हHे क ितर (यIपा) र बाdगाउँ ितर (ि� यE बा) होइन त? 
35. Are there any specific names for these different language varieties? 

यो फरक फरक ठाउँहाnको भाषाहnको लािग कुन ैिबशसे नामहाn छ िक? 
36. Do people in these other places speak the same way as you? … ितर पिन तपा� ज* त ैबोh छन िक? 
37. Have you met people from these other places?  तपा�ल े…को मा� छेहn संग भfे न ुभएको छ? 
38. [If yes:]  

a. When you speak with people from these other places what language do you use?  
…को मािनसहn सगँ भfे दाखरेी तपा�ल ेकुन भाषामा बोh न ुह�ु छ? 
b. Do you change the way you speak? Or do you speak exactly the dialect of your village?  
उहाहँnसंग बोh दा तपा�ल ेबोh न ेतिरका बदh न ुह�ु छ? िक ±ाI कै आ9 नो गाउँको भाषा बोh न ुह�ु छ? 

39. Have you met people from Purang?   तपा�ल ेपरुाङको मा� छेहn संग भfे न ुभएको छ? 
40. [If yes:] Do people also in Purang speak the same way as you? परुाङ ितर पिन तपा� ज* त ैबोh छन िक? 

a. When you speak with people from Purang what language do you use?  
परुाङको मािनसहn सगँ भfे दाखरेी तपा�ल ेकुन भाषामा बोh न ुह�ु छ? 
b. Do you change the way you speak? Or do you speak exactly the dialect of your village?  
उहाहँnसंग बोh दा तपा�ल ेबोh न ेतिरका बदh न ुह�ु छ? िक ±ाI कै आ9 नो गाउँको भाषा बोh न ुह�ु छ? 

41. What do you call the language spoken in Purang?  परुाeमा बोिलन ेभाषालाई के भिन� छ? 
42. Do you call it Drokke (Drokpa) or is Drokke something different? 

यसली ²ोI के (²ोI पा) भिन� छ? िक ²ोI के केही फरक छ? 
[If different, ask the questions 4345:]  
43. Where is Drokke spoken?     ²ोI के भाषा कहा ँबोलय� छ? 
44. Have you met Drokpa people?    तपा�ल े²ोI पा मा� छेहn संग भfे न ुभएको छ? 

a. Where do you normally meet them?   तपा� ितिनह3लाई सामा� यतया कहा ँभfे नहु�ु छ? 
45. [If yes:]  

a. When you speak with Drokpa people what language do you use? ²ोI पा मािनसहn सगँ भfे दाखरेी 
तपा�ल ेकुन भाषामा बोh न ुह�ु छ? 

b. Do you change the way you speak? Or do you speak exactly the dialect of your village? उहाहँnसंग 
बोh दा तपा�ल ेबोh न ेतिरका बदh न ुह�ु छ? िक ±ाI कै आ9 नो गाउँको भाषा बोh न ुह�ु छ? 

46. When you speak your mother tongue in the presence of people from Tibet what do you feel? 
िट7 बटको मा� छेहnको बीचमा तपा�लाई आ9नो मातभृाषा बोhदा क*तो लाaछ? 
(a)  ����  Prestigious   1ित³ा बढे ज*तो लाaछ (b)  ����  Embarrassed   अH´ यारो लाaछ 

 (c)  ����  Neutral   'य*तो केही लाaदनै 
47. When you speak your mother tongue in the presence of Nepali speaking people what do you feel? 

नपेाली भाषा बोhन ेमा� छेहnको बीचमा तपा�लाई आ9नो मातभृाषा बोhदा क*तो लाaछ? 
(a)  ����  Prestigious   1ित³ा बढे ज*तो लाaछ (b)  ����  Embarrassed   अH´ यारो लाaछ 

 (c)  ����  Neutral   'य*तो केही लाaदनै 
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48. Have you ever had any problem because of being a native speaker of your mother tongue? मातभृाषी भएकै 
कारण तपा�ल ेकिहhय ैकुन ैसम*या भोaन ुभएको छ? 

49. [If yes:] What kinds of problems have you had?      के क*तो सम*या भोaन ुभएको छ? 
50. Is a school available for primary level children?     1ाथिमक तहको *कुल छ? 

a. Where are schools located?      कहा ँछ? 
b. Which ethnic group(s) are the teachers from?    िशAक िशिAकाहn कुन जातबाट? 
c. What language(s) do teachers use with children in the classroom? 

      उहाहँn कAामा कुन भाषा 1योग गनु<ह�ुछ? 
51. Is a school available for secondary level children?     मा4यिमक तहको *कुल छ? 

a. Where are schools located?      कहा ँछ? 
b. Which ethnic group(s) are the teachers from?    िशAक िशिAकाहn कुन जातबाट? 
c. What language(s) do teachers use with children in the classroom? 

      उहाहँn कAामा कुन भाषा 1योग गनु<ह�ुछ? 
52. Are there any recordings available in the language of your village?  

तपा�को गाउँको भाषामा कुन ैरेकडµङहn गिरएको छन्?  
�  folk tales    लोक कथा 
�  songs    संगीत 
�  religious matters   धािम<क सािह'य 
�  radio    रेिडयो 
�  films   िसनमेा / चल ची� 
�  Other    अ�य 

53. Are there materials written in your language?   तपा�को भाषामा िलिखत साम¶ी केके छन्? 
a. What script(s) is it written in?    कुन िलिपमा लिेखएका छन्? 
b. What kind of materials are they?   ती क* ता िकिसमका साम¶ी ह3 हन्ु ? 

�   Phonemic inventory   वण<माला  �   Grammar    ·याकरण   
�   Dictionary  श7दकोष  �   Textbooks    * कुलको िकताब       
�   Literacy materials साAरता साम¶ी    �   Newspapers   समाचारप�   
�   Magazines    पि�का  �   Written literature   िलिखत सािह'य   
�   Folklore    लोकवाता< �   Other    अ�य 

c. Do you read any of these things written in your language? 
तपा� आ9नो भाषामा मािथका साम¶ी म4य ेकुन ैप¹न ुह�ुछ? 

54. Are there any organizations that promote the knowledge and/ or use of the language? 
तपा�को भाषामा भएको �ान अथवा उपयोगलाई िवकास वा 1वº<नमा लािगपरेका कुन ैसंघसं*था वा िनकायह3 छन्? 

a. [If yes:] Please name those organizations.     ती सं*थाह3को नाम भनी िदन ुहोस्। 
b. What kinds of activities does each organization perform?   ती सं*थाल ेके क*ता काम गछ< न्? 

�  Cultural   सां*कृितक 
�  Linguistic     भािषक 
�  Educational     शिैAक 
�  Other   अ�य 

55. Does your community use written marriage invitations? तपा�ह3 लखेकेो िबहकेो िनEतो गनु< पदा< 1योग गनु< ह�ुछ? 
a. Which language? कुन कुन भाषा? 

56. Does your community write minutes in community meetings? 
समदुायका बठैकमा भएका िनण<य तपा�ह3 लBे न ुह�ु छ? 

a. In which language? कुन कुन भाषामा? 
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Appendix C-1: Informal interview schedule 

My name is ____. What is your name? We are from Tribhuvan University. We are here to learn about how your 

language is used for speaking and writing. We will ask you questions about yourself and your language. [RSQ: 

Then we will listen to a story and ask you a few questions about that story.] We will give the information 

given by you to others. Can you give us help? 

मरेो नाम _____ हो। तपा�को नाम के हो? हामी ि�भवुन िव2 विव�ालयबाट आएका हौ।ं हामी तपा�हnको भाषा कसरी 

बोिलन ेरहछे कसरी लिेखन ेरहछे भ� न ेकुरा जा� नका लािग आएका हौ।ं तपा� र तपा�को भाषाका बारेमा हामी केही 12 नहn 

सो4 छौ।ं [RSQ: ' यसपिछ कथा सन्ु छौ ंर ' यो कथाको बारेमा केही 12 नहn सो4 छौ।ं] तपा�ल ेिदन ुभएको भाषासE ब� धी 

जानकारी अ3 मािनसलाई पिन दखेाउन ेछौ।ं तपा�ल ेहामीलाई सहायता गन< सIनहु�ुछ? 

INFORMED CONSENT:  Given: □  Not Given: □ 

1. Subject Number  

2. Date Day:         Month:                   Year:   

3. Place of Interview 
(d) Village:  

(e) VDC:  

4. Interviewer’s Name  

5. Language of Elicitation  

6. Language of Response  

7. Interpreter’s Name (if needed)  

8. Sex:  (a)  �  Male    (b) �  Female            
9. Full Name         तपा�को परुा नाम के हो? 
10. Age          तपा�को उमरे? 
11. What is your mother tongue?       तपा�को मात ृभाषा/आ9 नो भाषा के हो? 

a. [If Tibetan:] Just like Lhasa Tibetan?   लासा िट7 बटेन ज* त ैछ? 
b. But what do you call the language that you speak here in the village? 

तर तपा�को गाउँको भाषा कुन नाम बाट िचिन� छ?  

12. Where were you born?       तपा� कहा ँज� मनभुयो? 
13. Where do you live now?       तपा� आजभोिल कहा ँब* नहु�ु छ? 
14. How long have you been living there?    तपा� अिहल ेबसकेो ठाउँमा कित बष< ब* नभुयो? 
15. Have you lived anywhere else for more than a year?  

तपा� आn ठाउँमा एक बष< भ�दा बढी ब* न ुभएको छ? 

(If yes):  

a. Where?  कहा?ँ b. When?  किहल?े  c. How long did you live there?  कित समयसEम? 
16. Where is your father from? तपा�को बवुाको खास गाउँ कुन हो? 
17. What is his mother tongue? उहाकँो मात ृभाषा के हो? 
18. Where is your mother from? तपा�को आमाको माइित घर कहा ँहो? 
19. What is her mother tongue? उहाकँो मात ृभाषा के हो? 
20. What language did your father/mother usually speak to you when you were a child?   

तपा� सानो हुदँा तपा�को बवुा र आमाल ेतपा�सगँ कुन भाषा बोhनभुयो? 

21. What language did you speak first?    तपा�ल ेसब ैभ�दा पिहल ेकुन भाषा बोhनभुयो? 
22. What other languages can you speak?    तपा� कुन कुन अक¼ भाषा बोh न सI नहु�ु छ? 
23. Which language do you speak…  यी भाषाह3म4य ेतपा� कुन भाषा ………. बोh न ुह�ु छ : 

a. best?   सब ैभ�दा रा@ो?  b. second best?   दो½ो रा@ो? 
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c. third best?   त½ेो रा@ो?  d. fourth best?   चौथो रा@ो? 

24. Among the languages that you speak which one do you love the most?  

तपा�ल ेबोhन ेभाषाह3 म4य ेकुन चाही ँसब ैभ�दा बढी मन पराउनहु�ुछ? 

25. What is your (present) occupation?    तपा�  के काम गनु< ह�ु छ? 
26. Previous occupation       पिहल ेतपा�ल ेके के काम गनु< भएको छ? 
27. Are you married?      तपा�को िववाह भएको छ?  

[Only if married:]   

28. Where is your spouse from?      तपा�को cीमानको खास गाउँ कुन हो?  
(OR:) तपा�को cीमतीको माइित घर कहा ँहो?  

a. What is his/her mother tongue?    उहाकँो मात ृभाषा के हो? 
 [Only if MT is different:]  

b. Can your spouse speak your mother tongue?   
तपा�को cीमान / cीमती तपा�को मात ृभाषा बोh न सI नहु�ु छ? 

29. In your home what language do you speak?  तपा�को घरमा कुन भाषा बोh नहु�ु छ? 
30. How many children do you have?      तपा�को कित जना छोराछोरीहn छन? 
31. How many of your children go (/have gone) to school?  

तपा�को कित जना छोराछोरीहn * कुलमा प¹ छन (पढेका छन)? 

32. Have you ever been to school?      तपा� अफुल े* कूलमा प¹ नभुएकोछ? 
[If so:]  Up to which class?    कित कAा सE म? 

33. What language(s) do you speak with your…………: 
[If they give several, write all down, but also ask:]  

“Which one do you use the most?”    सब ैभ�दा धरैे कुन चािह बोh न ुह�ु छ? 

a. parents   तपा�को बवुा आमासंग तपा� कुन भाषा बोh नहु�ु छ? 
b. brothers & sisters  तपा�को दाजभुाई र िददी बिहनीहn संग तपा� कुन भाषा बोh नहु�ु छ? 
c. children तपा�को छोराछोरीहnसंग तपा� कुन भाषा बोh नहु�ु छ?[If no children, don’t ask!] 
d. village friends  तपा�को गाउँको साथीहnसंग तपा� कुन भाषा बोh नहु�ु छ? 

34. Which language do you use most frequently for the following purposes? 
 तपाई ………..……………………………  कुन भाषा 1ाय 1योग गनु< ह�ु छ?  

 Domain Language 

a Singing  गीत गाउँदा  

b Bargaining/ Shopping/ Marketing  हाटबजार गदा</मोलतोल गदा<  

c Story telling  कथा भ�दा  

d Praying  पूजा गदा< / 1ाथ<ना गदा<  

e Telling stories to children  केटाकेटीलाई कथा सनुाउँदा  

f Singing at home  घरमा गीत गाउँदा  

g Village meetings  गाउँको बठैकमा  

35. What language do your children usually speak while:   
तपा�का छोराछोरील े1ाय जसो ………..…………………………… कुन भाषा 1योग गछ< न्? 

a. playing with other children?   साथीहnसगँ खhेदा? 
b. talking with neighbors?   िछमकेीह3सगँ कुरा गदा<? 

36. In your opinion, what language should children in your village learn to speak first?   
तपा�को िबचारमा तपा�को गाउँको ब^ चाहnल ेकुन भाषा सबभ� दा पिहल ेबोh नपुछ<? 

37. Do people from your village marry people from outside your village/VDC area?  
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तपा�को गाउँको मा� छे अn गाउँको मा� छेसंग िबबाह गछ< न् ? 

a. From which other places?  कुन कुन अn गाउँको मा� छेसंग िबबाह गछ< न् ? 
b. Is it good or not?      ' यो रा@ो छ िक नरा@ो? 

38. How would you feel if your son or daughter married someone who did not speak your MT?   
तपा�लाई क* तो लाa छ, यिेद तपा�को छोरा िक छोरील ेतपा�को भाषा नबोh नसंेग िबह ेगय¼ भन?े  

[If positive answer:] 

a. What other languages do you accept? कुन कुन अn भाषा बोh नलेाई तपाईल े* वीकार गनु<ह�ु छ? 
39. Do young people in your village speak your mother tongue well, the way it ought to be spoken? 

तपा�का गाउँका यवुाल ेतपा�को भाषा रा@ोसगँ बोh न जा� दछन् ?  

40. Do you think that the language spoken by you is different from your grandparents?  
तपा�लाई तपा�ल ेबोhन ेभाषा तपा�का हजरुबा/हजरुआमाल ेबोhन ेभाषा भ�दा फरक छ भ� न ेलाa छ? 

41. [If yes] How is it different?  के केमा फरक होला?  
(Allow them to answer and then pry with these options): 

a. Pronunciation   उ:ारणमा/बोh द खिेर c. Mixing of other languages अक¼ भाषाहn िमसाएर 
b. Vocabulary श7दहnमा  d. Way of speaking  बोhन ेतिरकामा 
     e. Other    अ�यमा/आn 

42. Have you met people from (around)_________:  तपा�ल े___________ ितराको मा� छेहn संग भfे न ुभएको छ? 
  Yes No Comment 

a. Limi     

b. Muchu    

c. Khangalgaun    

d. Hepka    

e. Bahragau    

43. When people from (around)_______________ speak to each other fast how much do you understand?: 
_________________ ितरको मा� छेहnल ेएक अक<  संग िछटो बोh दा तपा�ल ेकितको बÁु न ुह�ु छ? 

  All 

सब ै

Most 

धरैेजसो 

Half 

आधा जित 

Only a little 

अिल अिल मा� ै

None 

केही पिन 

Comment 

a. Limi        

b. Muchu       

c. Khangalgaun       

d. Hepka       

e. Bahragau       

44. How do you like the way people from ….speak? 
तपा�लाई _________________ ितरको भाषा क* तो लाa छ? 

  Very good 

धरैे रा@ो 

Good 

रा@ो 

OK 

ठीकै 

Not good 

नरा@ो 

Comment 

a. Limi       

b. Muchu      

c. Khangalgaun      

d. Hepka      

e. Bahragau      
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45. How do you like the habits / customs of people from….?   
तपा�लाई __________ितरको चलनहn (बानी · यवहार) क* तो लाa छ? 

  Very good 

धरैे रा@ो 

Good 

रा@ो 

OK 

ठीकै 

Not good 

नरा@ो 

Comment 

a. Limi       

b. Muchu      

c. Khangalgaun      

d. Hepka      

e. Bahragau      

46. What language do you speak with other Tibetan people in Humla? 
तपा� अn हEु लाको phöpaहn संग कुन भाषा बोh नहु�ु छ? 

47. Are there any situations where you do not speak your mother tongue with other Tibetan people in Humla?  
तपा� किहल ेकिह अn हEु लाको phöpaहn संग तपा�को आ9 नो भाषा बोh न ुह�ु न? 

a. [If yes:]  In what kind of situations? किहल?े 
48. Have you met people from Purang? 

तपा�ल ेपरुाङको मा� छेहn संग भfे न ुभएको छ? 

[If yes: questions 4951] 

49. Do people in Purang speak the same way as you?  
फुराङ ितर पिन तपा� ज* त ैबोh छन िक? 

a. When you speak with people from Purang what language do you use?  
परुाङको मािनसहn सगँ भfे दाखरेी तपा�ल ेकुन भाषामा बोh न ुह�ु छ? 

b. Do you change the way you speak? Or do you speak exactly the dialect of your village? उहाहँnसंग 
बोh दा तपा�ल ेबोh न ेतिरका बदh न ुह�ु छ? िक ±ाI कै आ9 नो गाउँको भाषा बोh न ुह�ु छ? 

50. Could you understand Purang people the first time you met them? 
तपा� परुाङको मा� छेलाई पिहलो चोटी भfे दा तपाईल ेपरुाङको भाषा बÁु न ुह�ु छ? 

51. When people from Purang speak to each other fast how much do you understand? 
परुाङको मा� छेहnल ेएक अक<  संग िछटो बोh दा तपा�ल ेकितको बÁु न ुह�ु छ? 

 All 

सब ै

Most 

धरैेजसो 

Half 

आधा जित 

Only a little 

अिल अिल मा� ै

None 

केही पिन 

Comment 

Purang       

52. Where is your MT spoken the best?  कुन गाउँमा तपा�को भाषा सबभ� दा रा@ो बोh छन? 
a. Why? िकन होला? 

53. Where is your MT spoken most poorly?  कुन गाउँमा तपा�को भाषा सबभ� दा नरा@ो बोh छन? 
a. Why? िकन होला? 

54. And in the whole Humla region (meaning Limi, Muchu, Hepka, Bahragau), in your opinion, where do 
people speak the best?  अिन परुा हEु लामा (भा� नाल ेिलिम, मछुु, हHे का र बाdगाउँमा) तपा�को िबचारमा कहाकँो 
मा� छेहnल ेसबभ� दा रा@ो बोh छन? 

a. Why? िकन होला? 
55. And in the whole Humla region (meaning Limi, Muchu, Hepka, Bahragau), in your opinion, where do 

people speak most poorly?  अिन परुा हEु लामा (भा� नाल ेिलिम, मछुु, हHे का र बाdगाउँमा) तपा�को िबचारमा कहाकँो 
मा� छेहnल ेसबभ� दा नरा@ो बोh छन? 

a. Why? िकन होला? 
56. Are you able to read?    तपा� प¹ न सI नहु�ु छ? 

a. In what languages?    कुनकुन भाषामा? 
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57. Are you able to write?    तपा� लBे न सI नहु�ु छ? 
a. In what languages?    कुनकुन भाषामा? 

58. Which language would you like to be able to read? तपा� कुन भाषा प¹ न सI न चाहनहु�ु छ? 
59. If books were written in your village language, would you want to read in this language?   

यिद यो तपा�को गाउँको भाषामा िकताबहn लिेखएको भए तपा� यो भाषा प¹ न चाहनहु�ु छ? 

60. Of the languages you know, which is easiest for you to read and write in?  
तपा�ल ेजा� नकेो भाषाहn म4 य,े कुन भाषा प¹ न लBे न सब ैभ�दा सिजलो लाI छ? 

a. Why would it be easiest in that script?    ' यो िलिप (आAर) सबभ� दा सािजलो िकन होला? 

Appendix C-2: Informal interview data 
Throughout the course of the informal interview data, the following abbreviations are used: 

 
Languages 

 Chi Chinese 
Eng English 
Hin Hindi 
Nep Nepali 
Tib Tibetan 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The tables below contain the metadata for the information on the following pages: 

 
 

Metadata: Til (TIL) 
 Informed 
consent1 

Yes 

Dates of data 
collection 

June 19-21 
2012 

VDC Limi 
District, Zone Humla, Karnali 

GPS 
coordinates 

N 30˚13.292 

E 081˚27.154 
Interviewers Stephanie(S) 

David(D) 
Klaas(K) 

Interpreters Dorje, Nurpu, 
Pemba 

Language used Nepali, English 
 

                                                                            
1 During  the fieldwork in June 2012 we collected verbal informed consents. On our 2nd and 3rd trips we recorded the informed 

consents. 

Village names 
Bar Bargaun 
Hep Hepka 
Khang Khangalgaun 
Muc Muchu 
Nyi Nyinba 
Yak Yakpa 
Yal Yalbang 

Demographics 
F Female 
M Male 

Other 
n/a Not applicable 
n/r Not responded 

Metadata: Muchu (MUC) 
Informed 
consent 

Yes 

Dates of data 
collection 

June 15, 25-26 
2012 

VDC Muchu 
District, Zone Humla, Karnali 

GPS 
coordinates 

N 30˚03.989 

E 081˚32.498 
Interviewers Stephanie(S) 

David(D) 
Klaas(K) 

Interpreters Nurpu 
Language used Nepali 
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Metadata: Bargaun (BAR) 
Informed 
consent 

Yes 

Dates of data 
collection 

October 15-17 
2012 

VDC Bargaun 
District, Zone Humla, Karnali 

GPS 
coordinates 

N 29˚57.54 
E 81˚51.16 

Interviewers John(J) 
David(D) 
Klaas(K) 

Interpreters Nurpu 
Language used Nepali 

Metadata: Dojam (DOZ) 
Informed 
consent 

Yes 

Dates of data 
collection 

October 18-19 
2012 

VDC Thehe 
District, Zone Humla, Karnali 

GPS 
coordinates 

N 29˚57.22 
E 81˚55.47 

Interviewers John(J) 
David(D) 
Klaas(K) 

Interpreters Nurpu 
Language used Nepali 

Metadata: Yakpa/Hepka 
(YAK/HEP) 

Informed 
consent 

Yes 

Dates of data 
collection 

October 23-24 
2012 

VDC Hepka 
District, Zone Humla, Karnali 

GPS 
coordinates 

N 30˚02.20 
E 81˚49.29 

Interviewers John(J) 
David(D) 
Klaas(K) 

Interpreters Nurpu 
Language used Nepali 

Metadata: Kermi (KER) 
Informed 
consent 

Yes 

Dates of data 
collection 

October 25 
2012 

VDC Khangalgaun 
District, Zone Humla, Karnali 

GPS 
coordinates 

N 30˚03.07 
E 81˚41.57 

Interviewers John(J) 
Klaas(K) 

Interpreters Than 
Language used Nepali 
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Appendix D-1: Recorded Story Questions schedule 
 

Interview Number:                           Date:             Place: 

Interviewer’s Name:                         Story:  

1.   How much of the story did you understand?  

      यो कथा कती बÁुनभुयो?  

�    all परुा               �    most एउटा दईुटा कुरा बÁुनभुएन 

�    half आधी          �    less than half आधीको कम 

2.   How did you like his/her speech?  

      उहालँ ेबोलकेो भाषा क*तो लाaयो?  

�    good रा@ो          �    fine िठकै 

�    bad नरा@ो 

3.   Why? (what is / is not good about it?)  

      िकन होला? (के रा@ो छ / छैन?) 

 

4.   Which village do you think the storyteller is from?  

      यो कथा भK ेमा�छेको गाउँ कुन हो होला?  

 

5.   Is the language in this story the same, a little different, or very 

different from the language spoken here?  

यहा ँबोलएेको भाषा कथामा उ*त ैछ िक आिलआिल फरक छ, वा धरैे फरक 

छ? 

�    same उ*त ैछ 

�    a little different आिलआिल फरक छ 

�    very different धरैे फरक छ 

5a. (If different) In what way is it different? 

(यिद "फरक" भन)े केमा फरक छ? (उ:ार,  श7द, बोhन ेतिरका) 

�    pronunciation उ:ार           �    words  श7द 

�    style बोhन ेतिरका 

6.    Did you hear any mixing with another language?  

   यो कथामा तपा�ल ेकुन ैअक¼ भाषासगँ िमसाएको कुरा (श7दहn) सKुभुयो? 

�    Yes   

�    No 

7.    If yes, which languages?      कुन कुन भाषाहn?   

8.    How would you feel if your son or daughter married someone who spoke like that? 

Why? 

'य*तो भाषा बोhनसंेग, तपा�को छोरा वा छोरील ेिबह ेगरे, तपा�लाई क*तो लाaछ होला? िकन?  

� good रा@ो   � fine िठकै 

� bad नरा@ो 

Why: 

Appendix D-2: Recorded Story Questions biodata 
Except for the 12 respondents from Jang, the biographical data for the respondents of the RSQ are found in the informal interview 
data Appendix A. The metadata for Jang is as follows:  

 
Metadata: Jang 

Informed consent Yes 
Dates of data collection June 14-24 2013 
VDC Limi 
District, Zone Humla, Karnali 
GPS coordinates N 30˚14.255 

E 81˚35.437 
Interviewer David (D)  
Interpreters Pemba, Pasang, Sonam 
Language used Nepali 

 
On the next page you will find the biodata of the 12 respondents from Jang.
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Appendix D-3: Til Story data 

 

English Translation of the Til story – June 19, 2012 – Lakhpa Lama (TILK01) 

 

I went down. Then I saw a snow leopard biting the goats. Way over there. After that I couldn’t sleep at 

night. Then that night I wasn’t leaving the other goats. Then I saw the leopard again at night. I shooed it 

away with stones. I kept on doing that, I couldn’t do anything else. Again at night, when I was a little bit 

away, two goats were killed. Then it became morning after 4 hours. 

 

On the following pages are the responses of the RSQ to the Til story.
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Appendix D-4: Yalbang Story data 

 
English Translation Story Yalbang – June 26, 2012 – Angdi Tsjering (YALD01) 

 

One day I came along the path. I met a bear. I had an encounter with the bear. The bear thought I would 

run, but I thought he would run. We both stood our ground. I wanted to scream, but no sound came 

because I was so afraid. Later the bear ran away. But I couldn’t, because I needed to go to my own 

village and another one. Later I was still afraid, because the bear came again to attack. I followed the 

bear, going up and down the footpath. Later the bear went down and I threw stones and the bear, being 

hit, made the ‘dooing gooing’ sound. After the bear was gone I smoked a cigarette. Half a pack, because I 

was afraid and I smoked quickly. When I came home I was still shaking. My wife asked ‘What 

happened!?’ I met a bear and he almost ate me. God protected me and the bear ran away. And I was still 

shaking. 

 
On the following pages are the responses of the RSQ to the Yalbang story.
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Appendix D-5: Bargaun Story data 

 
English Translation of the Bargaun Story – October 15, 2012 – Tsering Chambol Lama (BARD001) 
 

We two went through the jungle. While going, we met a bear. Meeting the bear, we became very afraid 
and we climbed a tree. While climbing the tree, a little bit up, the bear jumped. He jumped half way up the 
tree. Jumped, couldn’t hold on and then fell. The bear was looking and waiting for us for half an hour. 
After the bear left, after half an hour, we waited half an hour and then came down. We ran for 1.5 hours 
and completely sweaty arrived in the village. Then we were relieved and happy. 

 
On the following pages are the responses of the RSQ to the Bargaun story. 
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Appendix D-6: Kermi Story data 

 

English Translation of the Kermi Story – June 27, 2012 – Tashi Lakjap Lama (KERS01) 

 

On the road I met a ghost/demon. I was going to the pasal, but then went on a different road. Then I 

arrived at the pasal. In the sleeping place, there was a snake! I was very scared! The important lama 

gave me something holy to protect me. And that was good and helped. 

 

On the following pages are the responses of the RSQ to the Kermi story.
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Appendix E-1: Observation schedule 

 
1. To what degree is the mother tongue being passed on to the next generation?  

What language are children speaking? 
What language are parents using with their children? 

 
2. What languages are used in various domains of life?  

Parents to children 
Children to children 
Old people to old people 
Men to men 
Women to women 
Men to women 
Women to men 
Old people to younger people 
Younger people to old people 
 

3. Is there an internal or external recognition of the language community as separate and 
unique within the broader society?  
 Is there material or non-material evidence of such a distinction? e.g. clothing distinction/jewelry? 
 
4. What kinds of music and musical instruments do we hear and are being played? 
 
5. How do the villages look like physically? 

How many houses are there? How are they grouped? What do they look like? Are there clear 
village boundaries? How many people live in one house(hold)? 

  
6. Do people read and write? (in villages and in homes) 

Are there books around, besides schoolbooks? What kinds of books? In which language(s)? Do 
people write? In which language? And for what reason? Who reads and writes? 

 
7. What evidence of communication technology is found in the village? 
 Electricity, batteries, mobile phones, radios, TVs, CD and DVD players, etc. 
 
8. Are there any places of worship found in the village? 
 How many, type, size, number of people living in the village, etc. 
 
9. How does healthcare look like in the village? 
 Health posts, generally how healthy do people look. 
 
10. What are the different occupations in the village?  
 What kinds of work do we see people doing? 
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Appendix E-2: Observation Schedule data 

 
MUCHU – during fieldwork June 2012 

 

  
1) We saw a 11/12 year old girl in the house using the mother tongue with her family. We didn’t see other children. David saw 

a mother in a field scolding her children – not in Nepali – assuming it was in the MT. 

Heard children talking to each other in Nepali and a Tibetan language. Always heard parents using the MT with children. 

Children sang to David in Nepali, not MT, when he asked them to sing. Maybe because of school? All the adults that we 

heard spoke to children in the MT. 

2) We heard them always using MT unless they were talking to us. 

Adults speak the MT with eachother. 

3) Seems similar to the other lama sites. Maybe dress was a bit more traditional, but we only saw a few people. Children 

didn’t wear traditional dress. 

Women over 45 wear chupa, under 45 they don’t seem to. 

4) Didn’t hear or see any music being played. 

The children were singing Nepali songs and were dancing. The bahini was singing a Tibetan song. 

5) This village is much greener. Level spaces. Fruit trees. It had a sort of an orchard feel to it. Homes seemed bigger, maybe, 

but all built similar to the other villages. Seemed a bit more spread out – more space between homes. The village was pretty 

empty when we were there. 

Fruit trees were mostly apricot trees. The village is divided in 2 parts, 1 near the police station. Approaching from Yalbang 

there are several (maybe 5) small stores/restaurants. 

6) We saw one Tibetan NT in the home we stayed. Didn’t see other things. The pillars of the house (inside) had English and 

Tibetan writing on them. 

Writing on the walls in English and Nepali. 

7) Electricity (hydro electric plant), but it has been nonfunctioning for 1 month. There was a TV in the place we stayed and a 

DVD player. Sattelite dishes were on almost every house! New Bollywood movies were seen. No phones seen. 

There is a phone, but it was broken at the time. 

8) David heard about one, but we didn’t see it. 

The broken-down Gompa, being rebuilt. 

9) Children looked healthy. We didn’t see a clinic. 

Healthcare training/workshop was held in the health clinic in Muchu (but we didn’t see it). There were Tumkot people who 

told us. 

10) Fieldwork (women), pasal work, herders (but didn’t see, we were told about it). 

There is a lama. There was a 3-day rotation, 3 groups from Muchu working on the Gompa. 
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TIL – during fieldwork June 2012 

 
  

1) It’s all Limi language spoken here. 

2) Ritual prayer in Tibetan/reading/monk. For puja they mostly seem to use the Til language. Talking among each other in 

the village is all in Limi. 

3) The houses look different than in the other Humla villages we went through. The women sometimes wear a red Tibetan -

style dress that we haven’t seen elsewhere. The village follows the Kagyu sect here, instead of the Nyingma. 

4) Drum and bells are used during puja. A lot of singing almost everywhere; in the house, during momo making, in the field. 

5) The path to the village was made clear by stones along the edges of the path. That was the first we saw like that. The toilets 

are inside the house, but the houses don’t have doors inside, including the toilets. All houses are made of stone. Most are 3 

storey’s. The one where  we had all our meals is the only one with 4 storey’s. With the river running through this valley, it’s 

really green. There are a lot of fields. We walked past them for 20 minutes before reaching the houses. The storeys are 

connected by solid ladders made out of one piece of wood/tree. All ground floor parts are for animals or a workplace for 

furniture making. Houses are built really close to each other. We see a lot of pieces of meat hanging to dry both inside and 

outside the houses. Many doors have a Yak skull hanging above them. A lot of roofs have open places. There are 30 families, 

maybe less buildings? An extended family lives  in one. There is a helipad outside the village. All the fields are separated from 

the houses/village. There are no animals in the village right now. There seem to be a sophisticated irrigation system in place. 

There are 2 community halls, for village gatherings or puja. 

6) No, people don’t read and write, unless they studied in KTM or India. The children in school learn a little bit. We saw 

Tibetan scripture in a house plus heard reciting during puja. A lot of writing in Tibetan on the walls and doors, in and around 

the village. One place had a ‘Guesthouse’ sign. 

7) Solar for the whole village + hydro-electricity (6-9 pm). We saw TVs and DVDs. The SAT phone is coming in a week from  

the time of writing. We saw batteries lying around in the village. Pemba was distributing copied DVD’s to many villagers. 

Some had mobile phones, mostly to listen to music. 

8) A gompa was just outside the village and also one in the village. Some older people lived near the Gompa outside the 

village. In front of our door was a puja-oven where they burned incense every morning. The community hall was also used as 

a puja place. There were mani walls as we came  into the village and prayerflags before we came down to the village. The 

village seems a lot more religious than all the other places we were. 

9) No medicines were available, only what people personally bring from outside. Pemba gave some medicines plus 

instructions. We saw some Chinese herbal medicines. We also saw Dalai Lama medicine, that is prohibited in Nepal. 

10) Farming, herding, trade, furniture-making, lama, religious occupations, teacher. 
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YALBANG – during fieldwork June 2012 

 

  1) The MT is passed on: The Yalbang language is spoken by the children and spoken by parents to children. 

2) Domain: With outsiders not from lama/Tibetan areas Nepali is used. With those from lama/Tibetan areas, some form of 

Yalbang is used. 

3) Butter salt tea. Meat drying from the ceiling. Younger women wore salwar-kamise or a sweatsuit type outfit with Tibetan 

style jewelry. Old women wore the chuba. 

4) Little flutes were played at the hostel. Drum heard at hostel, Old McDonald played on flute.  

David saw children with drums and flute walking on the road in front of the guesthouse. 

5) There is a cluster of homes lower down. Other homes spread around higher than the cluster. They are made out of stone 

with wooden beams and flat roofs. There was lots of construction. Older homes had mud plastered over the stones. The 

household where we stayed had 3 generations; grandma with daughters and grandchildren, stepdaughter also there. 

Grandfather and husband of daughter were away. The grandfather had 3 wives. 

3 generations seemed to be in adjoining homes. Grandparents were in one with the daughter and her family in the next one. 

6) Didn’t see any evidence of books/reading/writing. 

We saw English and Nepali on the walls of some hotels. 

7) Power from the hydro plant in Yangar. Solar also. TV, Sattelite dish for TV (DTH). Radio. SAT  phone. 

8) Big gompa (monks live there), stupa, prayer flags, small mani wall (near Yangar). 

9) Generally looked healthy. Heard about health post but did not see it. 

10) People working fields, carrying wood, monk. 
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KERMI – During fieldwork June 2012 

 

 

 

 

  

1) Children NOT speaking Nepali with each other. Did not observe child parent interaction. 

2) The lodge owner didn’t use Nepali with passersby. The husband and wife at the lodge used some form of local Tibetan (the 

husband was from Kermi and his wife from Dhingga). The lodge owner and a man from Chynduk spoke to each other in local 

Tibetan. 

Used Tibetan varieties with each other and with those from other Tibetan areas. Used Nepali with Nepalis. 

3) Jewelry changed between Nepali area and the beginning of Lama (Tibetan) area. But one man who helped with the word 

list wore a Nepali topi. 

Lower areas grow different crops. There was wheat harvesting here but not in the  upper places. 

4) Did not hear any song or music played 

5) Homes: mostly stone with wooden support beams.The buildings mostly have flat roofs. One main grouping of homes and 

then separate houses scattered around. There do not seem to be clear village boundaries. Fields are usually below the homes; 

stone walls divide at least some of the field areas. 

It seems like a large village with stacked homes. The flat roof is used for work. There is not much space between most homes. 

There are hot springs in the hills above the village.  The fields consist of man-made terraces. 

6) The man helping with the word list could read the roman script on the wordlist. Tsering (the lodge owner) wrote the bill 

in Nepali. We did not see books. 

During the Participatory Methods tools, many young men wrote in Nepali. Some read English. The lodge sign is in Nepali 

and English. 

7) There is solar power but only for lights. We saw a calculator. 

There was a phone a few minutes from the lodge. 

8) Prayer flags. 

Heard that there were about two gompa’s plus mani walls. 

9) Heard about a health post: Nepal Trust.  

Did not see the health post; people looked generally healthy. 

10) People in the fields, farming. Women picking berries. Trade outside village (lodge owner to Yari). Lodge ownership. 

Animal ownership (for trade, for milk). 
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BARGAUN – During fieldwork October 2012 

  
1) Parents use mostly their MT in speaking with children. In one instance, two children didn’t use Nepali among each other. 

2) MT seems to be used a lot. Nepali is used with outsiders. People say Dalits learn to speak the lama language. Thehe people 

come up to Baragau to help with work on the field. Baragau functions as an economic center. Some Nepali was used between 

some kids that have school age. Not much, just some words, while playing. Mother relationships they use MT. Certain words 

they don’t have a local word, so Nepali word is used. Maybe some more words Nepali = used instead of MT. 

3) The traditional Tibetan clothes for women aren’t much worn. But the jewelry seemed quite common, like the big silver 

bracelet, the blue/green stones.  

4) For religion purposes, they use a drum, while people ‘dance’ around it. Nurpu witnessed this in a Nyimba village. 

5) There are around 52 houses. There is space around the homes, but they are still clustered close together. There is a clear 

entrance into Baragau from Simikot. The ground floor is a stable , the second floor is for people, the kitchen and sleeping and 

the top floor is for puja. The Dalit homes were just 1 or 2 stories, so clearly different. See Kailash Mandala for more details. The 

extended family stays in 1 home, three generations in one household. They have a little bit of ground around the home for 

vegetables, apple trees, etc, but the big fields are beyond the cluster of houses. All houses have a hole in the kitchen roof to the 

rooftop that brought in just enough light for cooking. 

6) Karpu wrote the bill in Nepali. In our room there were Tibetan prayer books and a dictionary. Some English was on the 

wall.There were just a couple of mani stones with Tibetan prayers. Mostly young men write some Nepali. Doing Participatory 

Methods, everybody wrote, only Karpu’s father did not. 

7) There were five hours of hydro electricity a day. We saw some TVs, a satellite connection  and mobile phones. We didn’t see 

DVD’s or CD’s. We heard a radio playing. Seems like they have to go to Simikot to get such things as batteries and radios. 

8) Torpa has one Gompa, a little bit further up. There is also a shaman temple, used by Dalit and Lama people alike. In 

Baragau we don’t know if there is a Gompa. 

9) They are building a healthpost in Baragau. It is not finished yet. Nurpu said: they don’t look so healthy. Many people in the 

household complain about pains. 

10) Agriculture. Animal husbandry (taking care of animals and breeding), cutting grass for the winter. Business people. 
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DOJAM – During fieldwork October 2012 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1) They use the MT among each other and parents speak the MT with their children. A boy of 10 spoke Nepali with us, but  

his MT with friends. 

2) With the policeman or others from outside, they speak Nepali. But with everyone else, they speak the MT. At school, the 

children learn and speak Nepali. 

3) The women wear their Tibetan jewelry, like they do in Baragau. 

4) Did not hear any song or music played. 

5) All the houses seem to have dogs. In Baragau, they had none. Dojam is at the end of the valley. People won’t travel 

through their village, so contact with Nepali is very little. 58 houses (see KIQ). At the center of the village, the houses are 

built very close to each other, but toward the northern end they are more spread. Houses look different from Baragau out. 

They have lean-to type roofs instead of flat ones. The stables are on the ground floor, the kitchen on the second. But the 

houses can be entered from all three levels because of being built against a hill and the closeness of the houses. The kitchen 

seemed a lot darker, maybe smaller than in Baragau, with less ventilation. The sun, of course, comes later over the mountain 

ridge. There is an entrance to the village. An extended family lives in each house. There were about 7 or 8 people in the 

house we stayed. 

6) The father where we stayed wrote for business. During Participatory Methods, a number of guys wrote in Nepali. In one 

house, we saw an ABC chart for English. The teacher from outside wrote a lot. 

7) There was a radio and solar panels for every house and a lot of solar panels for the school. There were some mobile 

phones, but they only get reception if they climb way up. In the houses, people listened to the radio a lot. We didn’t see any 

CDs, DVDs or TVs. 

8) We didn’t see any worship places. The closest gompa is probably the Rawling Gompa, towards Nimatang. 

9) There was no health post or health care. People need a lot of health care. Problems include: gastric problems, eye 

problems, tooth pain, coughing a lot (respiratory issues), headaches, arthritis probably. Sanitation is a big issue. There are 

no toilets. Cleanliness: In general, children looked very dirty. Let CHE know? 

10) Agriculture, animal husbandry, business (what they harvest they sell somewhere else). Honey. Keeping bees in 

Baisepadi. 
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HEPKA – During fieldwork October 2012 

 
1) MT transfer is strong. We once saw a great grandmother singing to her grandchild in Nepali, counting 1 to 20 in song, but got 

stuck at 18 and jumped to 20. Also, witnessed a grandfather singing to his grandchild in the MT. 

2) MT use is strong. Some students speak Nepali to each other. This was not observed, but one man said he uses Nepali with 

anyone he doesn’t know and switches to MT if they do (Nepali may have prestige here). Overall, there is low bilingualism in 

Nepali, but those that speak it (usually young men) are proud of speaking Nepali, some English also, but only isolated words or 

phrases. 

3) They are different from Nepalis, but not from other Lama people. They have different jewelry (coral and turquoise), home 

design, clean homes, Tibetan butter tea churn, food (e.g. thukpa), butter tea, drinking from small bowls (instead of cups). 

4) The MT is used to sing to a child. Nepali numbers are sung to a child. Nepali songs on the radio at a late night party. 

5) There are 90 houses, mostly grouped together with small walkways (some of which are covered in a colonnade), many have a 

courtyard. The entrance to the secod floor is reached by an outside ladder, unless the weather is bad, then they use an inside 

ladder. There is no village gate, but there’s a chorten and a walnut tree at the entrance to the village. Fields create a village 

boundary, a clear difference (where the boundary is created by jungle) between fields of lakpa and Nepali villages. There are 7 

or 8 people per household. The first group of houses and the hospital as we entered the village were like a ghost town – no one 

seen or heard. Then we came into the densely populated part of the village after the walnut tree. There were lots of working 

water taps (at least 4). No toilets. 

6) We saw Tibetan scriptures and some calendars and books in Nepali. There was Tibetan on the tea kettle. 

7) There were a broken SAT phone, mobile phones, small solar panels, some larger, a radio, LED lights, car batteries and a 

charger for use with the solar panels. There were no TVs, CDs or DVD players observed. 

8) There is a Gompa.We met a Bhuddist nun. There are Tibetan prayer wheels, flags, prayer beads. The older people are very 

religious. Grandmother prayed over the food. Older people were going to pujas. A young man was seen with the Tibetan 

scriptures. 

9) Closed hospital (large building with all its windows broken and some wooden shutters knocked out). No doctors or medicine. 

No toilets (well, 3 or 4 locked up at the school). Lots of trash and animal/human waste in the streets. Don’t look very healthy. 

Eye problems. Arthritis for older people. Better kitchen size (larger) and with ventilation (at least where we stayed). 

10) Agriculture, animal husbandry, business (e.g. yarsangambu (worms), puru (wooden bowls), satnwa (a herb). 
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KERMI Additional – During fieldwork October 2012 

 

 

 

 

1) Parents with children use the MT. Children use the MT, but have more education than other areas. Thus they know more Nepali 

and English than in other areas. 

2) Most above age 30 are not comfortable with Nepali. Above 35/40, many are (essentially) monolingual. Many under 30 speak 

Nepali well. Some under 30 even speak a fair amount of English. Village leaders at a meeting (both old and young) spoke MT with 

each other. 

3) The regular… jewelry, housing, food, tea, religious items, etc. 

4) Did not hear any song or music played. 

5) Big flat roofs. Big group of houses and a smaller group of houses. On the north side of village, there is a big chorten marking the 

entrance. Homes are more spread out than in other villages on Trip #2 (Muchu is even more spread out though). Household size 

seemed smaller than in other villages. 

6) Several young men could read the interview sheet. Only younger men wrote during Participatory Methods, they wrote in Nepali 

script. Most older people we met were illiterate. 

7) There was some electricity and phones, but the latter were not working. There were radios, but no TVs, CDs, DVDs, or batteries 

seen. There was a micro hydro power plant nearby. 

8) An old gompa nearby is in disrepair. Repairing it was #2 priority expressed during PM (AI). 

9) We didn’t see a health post, but maybe there is one in Yalbang (1 hour away). Overall, the people were healthier and cleaner than 

in any other village on this trip. There was at least 1 toilet. 

10) Agriculture, animal husbandry, businessmen well organized. NGO work (one man we met). Lodge owner. Micro hydro power. 
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Appendix F-1: Dialect Mapping method 
The purpose of this tool is to assist speakers of a specific dialect in discussing information they already know about the dialects and 
levels of comprehension between dialects. Another purpose is to encourage them to think about which varieties of their language 
could use a single set of written or oral materials.   
 
OUTLINE 
1) What is the name of your language? What is the name of your people? (Write all the language names on one piece of paper and all 

the names of the people on another)  {If there is more than one name for the people or language, then ask:} Which name is the one 

you prefer?   

2) Please name all the Districts/Villages where [L1] is spoken. (Write each on a separate piece of paper.) {In some situations, rather 

than district or village one could ask for the names of all the dialects, clans, rivers, or other features where [L1] is spoken.} 

3) Place these papers on the ground to show which dialects/municipalities/districts are next to each other. 

4) You have just shown the places where the different varieties of [L1] are spoken. We now want to think about languages that are just 

a little different from your own language. What other languages are so similar to [L1] that when they speak, you can understand at 

least some words? (Write the names of these languages on pieces of paper and add them to the “map” on the ground.) 

5) Do any groups of villages all speak [L1] in the same way? If so, place a small loop of string around each such group. 

6) Which variety do you understand best? Second best? (Place the appropriate number written on cardboard next to each 

municipality, language or group of municipalities.) 

7) Now we want to show which of these varieties you understand completely, which you understand most, which you understand 

about half, and which you only understand a little. In which of these villages can you understand the way they speak completely?  

(Place the Key with complete, most, half, a little. Show them the smiley faces and explain the meaning of each.  Have them place the 

faces for “completely” first. Repeat for each other category of comprehension.) 

8) Now we want to think about what you and the people from these places speak to each other. (Show the key for “we each speak our 

own variety”, “we use ours, they use another variety” “We use another variety, but they use their own” and “we each use another 

variety”. Use a different color or coin to symbolize each usage pattern.) 

9) Some people have said they want to start writing books* in [L1]. If books were written in [L1], which villages would be able to use 

those books? (Have them put a long string around those varieties) (*If they do not think books can or should be written in their 

language, then you may suggest they might want to start making CDs using [L1].) 

10) Out of all these you have grouped together, which variety should be used as the one for writing (or recording) [L1] so that all the 

others will understand it well? (Have them place letter A.) If that one could not be used, then which one? (Use B and C written on 

cards) 

 
This tool should be adapted to the local geographic terms such as municipality, district. Labels should usually refer to “[L1] spoken in 

[place name]”. Some aspects of this tool may seem redundant, but each step contributes to a fuller picture of the local perception of 

the language situation.  

Appendix F-2: Dialect Mapping data 
Below are the combined observation and facilitation forms for the Dialect Mapping method done in six villages: Til, Muchu, Kermi, 

Yakpa, Bargaun and Dojam. 

 

TIL – June 21, 2012 

Facilitator: David 

Facilitator Summary: The group decided that the variety spoken in Purang is the same as that spoken in Til, Halji and Jang; they 

are “chikpa”=one (but they commented that there are some differences between these four places). The group decided that the 

varieties spoken in the Nyimba villages are so different that they should not be on the map. The preferred language name is Tilwi 

lap “language of Til”, and the preferred people name is Tilwa “Til people”. They decided that all the places mentioned could use 

Limi/Purang materials. The first choice is that materials should be in Purang variety, second choice; Limi variety and third choice: 

Yari, Muchu, Yalbang variety. 

Facilitator Observation/Notes: Mr Rangdal Lama who takes care of the monastery seemed to dominate. Six people were present at 

the beginning (4 men+2 women), but 1 man and 2 women left before the end. A few others were bystanders both younger and 

older people. At first the group only labeled the Limi villages (Til, Jang, Halji) as the same. Only later did they decide that Purang 

should be put together with Limi, but it seemed that there was some disagreement about Purang being the same as the Limi 

villages. At one point they said that Til, Halji and Jang are the same but Purang was a little different. But later they put all four in 

one group. I was surprised that they decided to include Purang in the same language group with the Limi villages. The Limi 

villages are all within a few hours of each other, but Purang is 2 days away. I was surprised that they said that people from Purang 

were the best people to produce materials. I think this is more a statement of identity and prestige rather than language similarity. 

I think it also might be a statement about learned intelligibility rather than mutual intelligibility when people meet for the first 

time. 

Observer: Nurpu 

Setting: They sat in a circle and there was a little bit of noise. 

Time: 6.35 pm, before meal. 
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Attendees: 3 men, 2 women. A little bit literate or non-literate, 25-40 years of age. All people are Buddhist. 1 man + 2 women left 

in the middle of the tool. The translator was also from Til. 

Bystanders: Men + women from Til village came and went. Children were also there. A 12-year-old girl stayed the whole time. 

Women came, looked and went. Men also came and went. 

Facilitators: The facilitator was in the circle with the other people, and the translator was with him. 

Discussion notes: In the beginning there was an argument about the name of the language, but in the end it was agreed on Tilmi-

lap. 

Other notes: In Til village, there were just a few literate people, so it was very difficult for participation. And those who came, they 

went out and came back in between.  

 

MUCHU – June 26, 2012 

Facilitator: Nurpu 

Facilitator Summary: Their language is understood and spoken in many villages. And in some villages they speak the language 

completely/speak the language really well. Most villages understand their language. But they are only slightly different. The far-

away villages only understand a little. Finally, from this PM we learned that, if books or materials are made,  people from other 

villages can also use them. 

Facilitator Observation/Notes: In the house the people were sitting in a circle. They mostly spoke Nepali. There were 3 women and 

2 men. Among them 1 woman, who is a teacher, played a bigger role. I hadn’t expected that. 

Observer: David Greninger 

Setting: Inside, near fire (warm), the Muchu people sat in a line facing the observer on and the facilitator in a large sitting room. 

There was the sound of food cooking. 

Time: Morning 8:00 am, after tea, before meal. 

Attendees: 3 women that are 35+, 1 man who is 35, 1 boy of 15 years, 2 small children. About half were literate, half illiterate, all 

Buddhist, all Muchuwa. The man, 1 woman, and her 15 year old son dominated. These were the 3 most educated people. 

Bystanders: 1 Nepali, 2 foreigners, all sitting listening, 2 Muchu bystanders (1 girl 14, 1 woman 35+) 

Discussion notes: There were no major argmuments. 

Other notes: Phöpu for people and phöke for the language were mentioned, but the group did not write them down. These names 

have been mentioned in other contexts. “Changba”= Dojam was also mentioned, but then they decided it was similar to or the 

same as Nyimba. 

 

KERMI – June 28, 2012 

Facilitator: Nurpu 

Facilitator Summary: Often the language of lama-people is understood by all. But their way of speaking is slightly different. And 

when they speak the Purang language they change their way of speaking to be like Purang. 

Facilitator Observation/Notes: There was no disagreement. Youth and elderly people were among the participants. But there were 

no women. 

Observer: David Greninger 

Setting: Outside, on the roof of a house, slight wind, cool (not hot not cold), sound of birds, people sitting in semi circle facing the 

facilitator and observer. 

Time: After breakfast 

Attendees: From the beginning 5 younger men 20-35, 1 older man 40ish. Later, another older man came, 40-50ish. Later 1 

younger man left (and came back) + 1 boy about 15 came. 

Bystanders: 2 foreigners, 1 old woman working with wheat, another few young men sat down to watch near the end. 

Discussion notes: Most important point: unity of Tibetan language in Humla. 

Other notes: Some pictures were taken before changes were made on the ground. Accurate pictures are the latest ones. They said 

that the Purang people don’t understand their language but they decided that the Purang people can use their materials. One man 

said Dojam/Changba is like the Mugom language. 

 

YAKPA - October 23, 2012 

Facilitator: Nurpu 

Facilitator Summary: They said the best language was their own, the2nd best was the Limi language,  and the 3rd was 

Kholsi/Khangalgaun. That was the conclusion. They agreed that all lama people would understand if books and songs were made 

in their village language. They had a somewhat negative attitude towards the people of Dingga, because they call them Rongba. 

Dingga, Tangin, andDarapori; these villages speak their own (the same) language. 

Facilitator Observation/Notes: There was a little discussion on arranging villages in the Dingga area. Finally one leader explained 

to them which villages would come under that area. They then were able to arrange the other lama villages easily . Although all the 

people participated, one person played a bigger role. 

Observer: David Greninger 

Setting: Inside, main cooking/eating/sleeping room. Sitting in a circle around the fire/stove. Cold, snowing outside. Sounds of 

children and cleaning up after lunch. 

Time: About 11.00 am (after eating) 

Attendees: 4 older men, 2 older women, 1 young woman/girl. All were Buddhist, mostly illiterate. The male head of the household 

dominated (lots of help from young girl sitting next to him). Young woman arrived later; 1 young man came later. 

Bystanders: 2-year-old boy and another boy (7-8 years). 
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Discussion notes: Interesting that some villages of Khangelgaun VDC were in same variety as Yakpa but other were separate. – 

They said the language they understood best was Limi: this was a surprise. There seemed to be a clear distinction between the 

Nyimba-Dozam group and all the other groups in relation to level of understanding and what language variety is used. Initially 

they said the Nyimba people would not understand Yakpa songs, but when they put the orange circle around all the places that 

could use Yakpa materials they put the orange rope around all the villages mentioned. 

Other notes: Blue was used for: we speak our own and they speak their own (neither changes). Red was used for: they speak our 

language and we speak our language. 

 

BARGAUN - October 16, 2012 

Facilitator: Nurpu 

Facilitator Summary: After the discussion they agreed their village language is the best. But the Limi language, of which they 

understand half, came from Tibet. Books and recordings should be in Limi, because they have most clearness and naturalness. Any 

songs are to be made and recorded in the Limi language. It would be better when it’s published in the Limi language: it was 

observed that they all agreed. 

Facilitator Observation/Notes: Generally there was some disagreement on the grouping of the language, but often one mature 

person expressed his thought which was agreed on. All people had participated. 

Observer: David Greninger 

Setting: Inside, kitchen/main room, sitting in semi-circle around the stove. Noises: cooking sounds in the kitchen 

Time: Evening. Some people had eaten, others had not eaten 

Attendees: 8 adults present (5 men), Buddhist, some young and some old (3 older, 2 younger). One older man (Tsering Chanbel) 

was dominating a bit, but other men participated. 

Bystanders: 1 man, sitting and watching; 2 women, cooking. 

Discussion notes: When the facilitator asked about how well Bargaun people understand people from neighboring areas, he asked 

the question in a way that led the participants to think that each group had to have a different level of understanding, so one group 

had to be ‘understand everything’ and then another group had to be ‘understood most’, one ‘half’, and one ‘a little’. When asking 

about each group a second time the group did not change the labels (only one group had each label). But the answer might have 

been different if the question were asked in a more open way. Generally the facilitator seemed to lead a bit towards a few options 

rather than leaving things more open. 

Other notes: Tibetan, Bhote, Kham, Potkat were all names people used for their language during the discussion. – The literature 

on the Bargaun area suggests that they are called ‘Nyimba’, but this was not an ethnic name mentioned in the discussion. – It  

was interesting that they said they understood only half of the Limi variety, but they said that written and oral materials should be 

based on Limi. – The dialect groups seemed to follow VDC boundaries pretty closely. 

 

DOJAM - October 18, 2012 

Facilitator: Nurpu 

Facilitator Summary: All agreed that their own language was good. But because other people did not understand their village’s 

language, if any books or songs are made, they should be made in the language of Bargaun. And they agreed that books should be 

understood by all people, not only their village. This was surprising. 

Facilitator Observation/Notes: All participated and there was no disagreement regarding places or languages. 

Observer: David Greninger 

Setting: Outside, on roof, sitting in semi-circle, sun was hot, sound of river and some bugs, windy, chaff was flying through the air. 

Participants formed a semi-circle. Facilitator and observer were on the other side facing the semi-circle. 

Time: About 2:30 pm (after eating) 

Attendees: 4 men (above 35) 1 woman (above 35) – some literate/some illiterate – Buddhist – all lama jaat – 2 young males came 

later – total: 6 men + 1 woman = 7 participants 

Bystanders: About 10 children standing around – observers watching from roof above – 1 Nepali man – other observers (men and 

women came after we began) 

Discussion notes: Only two villages speak theDojam variety: Dozam + Baisi Bada – It is interesting that they lumped three VDCs 

together: Muchu, Khangalgaun and Hepka. – Burangse was listed with Bargaun VDC group, but they said it was a bit different 

from other Bargaun VDC languages. – Green was used for “each person speaks the language of the other person”. So Dozam 

people said they always switch to the variety of the others. Blue was used for each person speaking their own language. – The large 

orange string was only put around the Dojam variety and the Bargaun VDC variety. Only they could use the same recordings, 

books. 

Other notes: It is interesting that they identified their ethnic group as separate from other Humla groups “Changba”, but the 

language term is basically the same as others “Potket”, “Bhote Bhaasa”. 
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Appendix F-3: Appreciative Inquiry Method 
 

The purpose of this tool is to allow members of the community to dream about what might be possible in their language and then to 

begin to make plans for some of those dreams to happen. This shows us what they see as most important and what they want to work 

on. 

OUTLINE 

 

1) Describe something you saw, heard or did that made you proud of [L1] or your culture or that made you happy to see [L1] used in 

that way.  (After each experience is shared, someone in the group should write a summary label about each good thing. Place it under 

the label “good things”.) 

2) Wow, you have many good things happening. How can you build on these good things and make them even better? How can you 

improve them? What are your dreams for your language? (If the group is large invite them to share in groups of 3, give them time – 

allow any dreams – even impossible ones!) 

3) Let’s come back to the big group and listen to the dreams of each small group. Who will write the dreams for the group? Write one 

dream per paper. (Everyone can help to summarize each dream in 3 or4 words. Place each dream under the heading Dreams or 

Hopes.)  

4) As you think about your dreams, some may seem to be ones that could be done soon, while others may take some time. Please put 

the Hopes in order from the ones that ‘Can be done soon” to the one that ‘Will take some time’. (Put down these two labels, then let 

the participants sort the dreams along a continuum.) 

5) Some of these dreams may be more important than others. I have some plastic markers/pieces place one of these on the 5 dreams 

that you feel are most important. (Let them place the markers. Take a photo if possible!) 

6) Now you have the chance to begin making plans to make these dreams come true. Which of the dreams do you want to begin 

making plans for right now? Take the written dream and form a group. (Allow them to form groups. Encourage everyone to join a 

group.) 

7) As you make your plans, think about 1) the steps you need to take, 2) what othher people could be involved and 3) the things you 

need to begin making this dream happen. (Give them paper and markers to write their plans. Let them write in big letters so the 

group can see.) 

8) We would like each group to share their plans with all the others. Who would like to share first?   

Appendix F-4: Appreciative Inquiry data 
 

Below are the combined observation and facilitation forms for the Appreciative Inquiry Method done in six different villages; 
Bargaun, Dojam, Yakpa, Kermi, Jang and Yalbang. 

 

BARGAUN – October 16, 2012 

Facilitator: Nurpu 

Aspirations: Normally the emphasis is given for other development. Some thought came up regarding the language also, especially the 
need to publish books in their language and record their songs in their language. 

Facilitator Summary: They were taking pride in their own language. Even more so, they were talking about their customs, songs and 
dances. Also talking about development. 

Facilitator Observation/Notes: All people took part in the discussion, but there was one mature person, who had put forward his 
opinion. He seemed to be someone that knew more and worked closely with other organizations. It seemed that other people had to 
agree with his ideas. 

Observer: David Greninger 

Setting: Inside, kitchen/main room, sitting in semi-circle around stove. Noises: cooking sounds in kitchen. 

Time: Evening, some people had eaten, others had not eaten. 

Attendees: 8 adults present (5 men), Buddhist, some young and some old (3 older, 2 younger). One older man (Tsering Chanbel) was 
dominating a bit, but other men participated. 

Bystanders: 1 man, sitting and watching; 2 women, cooking. 

Discussion notes: They seemed to have trouble thinking of language development hopes. Norbu had to give them lots of 
suggestions/examples. 
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Other notes: The group did not always discuss suggestions before writing them down. Instead, each person wrote down their own 
ideas and added them to the list. – Labels about importance and how long things take were decided after discussion in the group. 

 

DOJAM - October 18, 2012 

Facilitator: Nurpu 

Aspirations: Mostly here development things other then language were emphasized. It was realized there’s a need for a book in their 
own language and a teacher. 

Facilitator Summary: It seemed they were not taking pride in their language, mostly because their language is not spoken in other 
villages, and they were compelled to speak the language of others. 

Facilitator Observation/Notes: All people are fully involved. They agreed to building a toilet, because they don’t have a toilet. 

Observer: David Greninger 

Setting: Outside, on roof, the sun was hot, sound of river and some bugs, windy, chaff flying through the air. The participants sat in a 
semi-circle. The facilitator and observer were on the other side facing the semi-circle. 

Time: 3:30 pm (after eating). 

Attendees: 7 men (4 older, 3 younger), literate, Buddhist, Lama jaat. 

Bystanders: 1 old man (smoking, sitting), 8 boys (children) (playing). 

Discussion notes: When discussing the length of time activities take, one person said that the people in the village do not need outside 
help for the things that take a little time, but they do need outside help for things that take a long time. Most important hope: 
electricity; 2nd most important hope: English teacher. 

Other notes: The facilitator introduced both happy and hope topics generally. He did not limit the discussion to language issues. But 
for hopes, he did ask about language-related hopes after giving them a chance to mention general hopes first. 

 

YAKPA - October 23, 2012 

Facilitator: Nurpu 

Aspirations: It was found they also give emphasis to development and also requested help for making a book in their language and 
songs and stories. 

Facilitator Summary: They took pride in their language, and the lama language was claimed to be best understood. 

Facilitator Observation/Notes: Everybody took part, but one mature person played a bigger role and others agreed with him. 

Observer: David Greninger 

Setting: Inside, main cooking/eating/sleeping room. Sitting in circle around fire/stove. Except the observer was behind the facilitator 
on a bench. Cold, snowing outside. 

Time: About 12.00 am (afterDialect Mapping which happened after eating). 

Attendees: 4 older men, 2 older women, 1 young woman/girl. All Buddhist, mostly illiterate. 

Bystanders: 2-year-old boy and a boy of 7 or 8 years old. 

Other notes: They mentioned the hospital as a happy thing, but it should be noted that the building was abandoned with all the 
windows broken when we were there. – They had a SAT Phone and mentioned it as a ‘happy thing’, but it was broken at the time we 
were there. – The facilitator first asked about happy things and hopes in general. But for hopes he asked specifically about language 
soon after asking about hopes generally. 

 

KERMI – October 25, 2012 

Facilitator: Than Bahadur and John Eppele 

Facilitator Summary: Mentioned that the Gompa helps protect their language. The school helps them learn many languages, including 
their MT. They’re happy we’re doing this research, as it helps protect their language. 
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Observer: Klaas de Vries 

Setting: Outside on roof. Sunny, but cold. 

Time: After doing the Domains of Language Use (DoLU) tool, + 11.40 am. 

Attendees: 8 men; 3 older extra and 1 younger less (than during DoLU).  1 girl. Older men don’t write. Later some other men joined. 

Bystanders: 1 grandmother sat a bit outside the group. Some children on a roof above. 

Discussion notes: They would like a teacher that knows Tibetan, Nepali and English, to teach in their village. 

Other notes: In the end, 7 men and 2 boys still remained. 

 

JANG – June 21, 2013 

Facilitator: David Greninger 

Observer: Than Bahadur 

Setting: Started in evening, about six pm. Took place at the home of Pasang Dolker’s parents, on the roof. We sat in a circle/square. 
The men and young people sat close to the facilitator (and the primary recorder). The old women sat further back from main recorder. 
A second recorder was placed in the middle of the group closer to the older women. Alltogether the facilitation lasted about an hour. 

Participation: The men and younger people dominated, especially the more educated young people who have spent considerable time 
outside the village, in Kathmandu and India. 16 adult participants plus 2 young children (1 girl + 1 boy). 1 female observer. Of the 
participants 7 were men and 9 were women. All were from Jang except 1 man was from Til. Language was a mixture of Limi, Nepali 
and English, but mainly Limi and Nepali. It was clear over time that the iolder women became less and less involved. It was difficult to 
include them because they sat further away and could not read. I tried to make sure written input was read aloud for everyone but this 
did not seem to be enough. Another challenge was that at least some of the women had to go home to fix dinner. 

Discussion: Many happy things and hopes focused on development goals such as transportation and business. But other simple things 
like being happy about having parties were also mentioned. No happy things related to language were mentioned and I did not ask 
specifically. For the hopes, at first nothing related to language/culture was mentioned. But then I asked specifically about language 
development goals. They mention having recording of Limi songs and a book of Limi culture. I asked what language it should be in 
and the consensus was Tibetan. I asked about using Limi. But they did not seem to think this was possible. At one point, someone said 
Tibetan + Limi are “the same” even though during both tools they were talked about as different languages.   

 

YALBANG – June 30, 2013 

Facilitator: Than Bahadur 

Observer: David Greninger 

Setting: Started in the evening, about 8:00 p.m. before eating. Tea and juice were served. Took place in the kitchen/dining area of the 
“white mountain” hotel where we stayed. Most participants sat in a row on a bench with the facilitators sitting at right angles to the 
participants. The recorder sat on the table in front of facilitators facing the participants. 

Participation: Six women and one man participated. Of the six women 3 were older (over 40) and 3 were younger (30-40). The man 
was between 30-40. The participation was pretty even. No one really dominated. One of the younger women did all the writing. 

Discussion: This tool was done quickly because everyone needed to go home to eat. So there was very little discussion. The question 
about happy things and hopes was first posed generally and then next asked specifically in relation to language development. The 
participants did not specifically come up with many happy things on their own. They needed some examples to get them going and 
some reminders of all the good things they have in their village. In relation to language development hopes, the facilitator gave the 
participants the example of making a book in their language. They agreed that this was good and wrote it as a hope. But no language 
development hope made it to the top three. However, it was clear that people in Yalbang were more open to having books in their 
language than in Limi. However, there was no discussion about how to make books in the local language (what script should be used, 
who would do it, etc.). 
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Below are the tables with the ‘happy things’ in the left column and the ‘hopes/desires’ in the right column(s).  

 

Jang – Happy Things Jang – Hopes/Desires Til – Hope/Desire 

When we have 

transportation 

Wish to develop village into 

a town 

Transportation – Road to Til 

village from Hilsa for Yaks 

and horses 

Party or celebration Business  

Service from China Houses of cement and tin  

Water without payment To have a good 

transportation facility 

 

Firewood without payment Booklets of Limi (VDC's) 

tradition and culture 

 

Communication: telephone To develop school: furniture, 

uniform, stationery etc. 

 

 

There is only one known organization that promotes the culture of the local people, and the name is 'Limi Youth Society'. Their focus 

is primarily cultural and educational. They arranged for Til village to have a phone, to be able to call relatives in Kathmandu. 
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Yalbang – Happy Things Yalbang – Hopes/Desires 

Water tap Doctor 

Light Road for cars to come 

Giri House (place for an ascetic, wandering 

monk) 

Giri House (place for an ascetic, wandering 

monk) 

Toilet Language book 

Gumba/monastary  

Hospital  

 

Kermi – Happy Things Kermi – Hopes/Desires 

Bidyalaya (school/university) road 

Drinking water Gombako bibak 

Light Irrigation 

Hospital Road repair and maintenance 

Toilet Teaching about language 

Gomba  

Local language importance  
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Yakpa – Happy Things Yakpa – Hopes/Desires 

Classes 1 to 8 News in own language 

Takra gomba bhayko Songs in own language 

Hospital Books in own language 

Drinking water Lights from water energy 

Solar power  

Watermill  

Telephone  

Stove  

Road made nearby  

 

Dozam – Happy Things Dozam – Hopes/Desires 

Language spoken in the village is good Electricity for lights 

Government  school Health post 

Changla Himal Language promotion 

Herbs Toilet facilities 

Walnuts Mother- tongue school teacher 

Well water Refined herbs facility 

 Book in mother-tongue 
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Bargaun – Happy Things Bargaun – Hopes/Desires 

Losar Cultural preservation and promotion by FM 

radio 

Mani stones Help in developing our language 

Motorbike road Development 

School News in own language 

Light Religious language preservation, for 

example, through writing a book 

Drinking water  

Healthpost  

Veterinarian  

Post office  

Watermill  

irrigation  
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Appendix G-1: Expanded Graded Intergenerational Disruption 
Scale (EGIDS), Introduction 

 

(Taken from Making EGIDS assessments for the Ethnologue) 

 

Gary Simons and Paul Lewis 

6 December 2010 

Last revised: 10 Feb 2011 

 

In our 2010 article, “Assessing language endangerment: Extending Fishman’s GIDS” 

(http://www.lingv.ro/resources/scm_images/RRL-02-2010-Lewis.pdf), we introduce the Extended 

Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale. Response to the scale has been positive, both within SIL and 

without. We are thus planning to include an assessment of the EGIDS level for every language in the next 

edition of the Ethnologue. In attempts thus far by a number of users to apply the decision tree in the article 

to the task of making EGIDS assessments, we have found that the decision tree does not always lead to the 

right answer. We are thus working on refining the definitions and the decision tree to better incorporate 

the insights of the Sustainable Use Model. In the meantime, however, we offer this “job aid” to assist in 

making the assessments. On the next page is a revision of the table of EGIDS levels in which definitions for 

some of the levels have been refined. These revisions are designed to address the kinds of questions we 

have been getting about deciding on unclear cases. In addition, the following subsections offer further 

commentary on each of the levels. If you still have a question about how to classify a given language after 

consulting the revised chart on the next page, try to resolve the problem by reading the commentary for the 

levels you are trying to decide between. If you still cannot decide how to classify the language, please let us 

know about the situation you are trying to classify.  
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Appendix G-2: EGIDS scale and description 
 

Expanded Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale (adapted from Fishman 

1991)* 

LEVEL LABEL DESCRIPTION UNESCO 

0 International 
The language is widely used between nations in trade, knowledge 

exchange, and international policy. 
Safe 

1 National 
The language is used in education, work, mass media, and 

government at the nationwide level. 
Safe 

2 Regional 
The language is used in education, work, mass media, and 

government within officially recognized regions of a nation. 
Safe 

3 Trade 
The language is used in work and mass media without official status 

to transcend language differences across a region. 
Safe 

4 Educational 
The language is vigorous and literacy in the language is being 

transmitted sustainably through a system of public education. 
Safe 

5 Written 
The language is vigorous and is effectively used in written form in 

parts of the community though literacy is not yet sustainable. 
Safe 

6a Vigorous 
The language is used orally by all generations and is normally 

learned by children as their first language. 
Safe 

6b Threatened 

The language is still used orally within all generations but there is a 

significant threat to sustainability, particularly a break in 

transmission to the next generation by a significant portion of the 

child-bearing generation. 

Vulnerable 

7 Shifting 
The child-bearing generation can use the language among 

themselves but they do not normally transmit it to their children. 

Definitely 

Endangered 

8a Moribund 
The only remaining active speakers of the language are members of 

the grandparent generation. 

Severely 

Endangered 

8b Nearly Extinct 
The only remaining speakers of the language are elderly and have 

little opportunity to use the language. 

Critically 

Endangered 

9 Dormant 
There are no proficient speakers, but some symbolic use remains as a 

reminder of heritage identity for an ethnic community. 
Extinct 

10 Extinct 
No one retains a sense of ethnic identity associated with the 

language, even for symbolic purposes. 
Extinct 
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0. International 

For this level, we are taking the United Nations as the authority. There are six languages that are recognized as official for this body—

Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian, Spanish—and these are the languages we place in this category. Other languages used 

across a number of countries (like Portuguese) are classed as a national language in multiple countries. 

1. National 

The primary component of Level 1 status is that the written language is used to conduct the business of the national government. This 

need not take the form of being declared “official” in law. A language that is used nationally for oral communication, but which is not 

used in writing the record of the the laws of the land or the decisions of the courts, is classed as Level 3. 

 

2. Regional 

As with Level 1, the key defining characteristics for this level is use in written form to conduct the business of government. At Level 2, 

the government in focus is not the national government, but the government of an officially recognized administrative subdivision of 

the country (for instance, a province or state). 

 

3. Trade 

A Level 3, the language lacks such recognition as a language for conducting the written business of government. It is still “vehicular”, 

however, and used by native speakers of other languages across a region for purposes of work or mass media. The general pattern in 

the EGIDS is that each level adds to what is true in the next lower level; this is the one point where an exception is possible. It is not a 

requirement of Level 3 that it also be used in formal education as in Level 4. The key component here is vehicularity (that is, being 

used widely by people who speak different first languages). The original logic of the GIDS as defined by Fishman is that successively 

higher levels are stronger and less susceptible to language shift. Clearly an unwritten trade language with millions of speakers is in a 

stronger position than a written local language with only thousands of speakers, even if the latter has achieved formal support in 

public education.  

 

4. Educational 

A Level 4 language is one that is vigorous and non-vehicular and has achieved sustainable literacy. The fact of educational use of the 

written language is not enough to qualify it as Level 4 (as was implied in the definition in the published paper). Rather, all five of the 

FAMED conditions as spelled out in the Sustainable Use Model should be in evidence:  

• Adequate vernacular literature exists in the domains for which vernacular writing is desired.  

• Vernacular literacy is being taught by trained teachers under the auspices of a sustainable institution.  

• Members of the language community perceive the economic, social, religious and identificational benefits of reading and 

writing in the local language.  

• Official government policy calls for the cultivation of this language and cultural identity and the government has put this 

policy into practice by sanctioning an official orthography and using its educational institutions to transmit local language 

literacy.  

• Members of the language community have a set of shared norms as to when to use the local language in writing versus when 

to use a more dominant language.  

If there is a significant lack of any of these conditions such that removing the government support for education in the language would 

likely lead to the immediate disuse of literacy, then literacy should still be viewed as incipient and the language should be classified as 

Level 5. 

 

5. Written 

A Level 5 language is a vigorous language in which literacy is incipient. The mere fact that somebody has devised a writing system or 

even produced a piece of printed literature is not enough to lift a language from Level 6a to Level 5. Rather, the definition requires 

that some segment of the language community is effectively using literacy in the language. If this is true, but oral language use is 

significantly threatened, then the language should be classified as Level 6b. That is, if by ignoring the factor of literacy, it is clear that 

the language would be classified as Level 6b rather than 6a, then the overall assessment should be 6b since the language cannot be 

considered vigorous. 

 

6a. Vigorous 

A Level 6a language is an oral language that is maintaining sustainable oral use among all generations in the home domain. The most 

salient indicator of this level is the fact that the language is being transmitted to all children in the home. By “all” children we do not 

mean literally 100%, but that it is the societal norm and it is typically followed. A few exceptional cases are not seen as a threat to 

sustainability, but when a significant number of exceptions emerge such that the community becomes aware that the norm is eroding, 

then there is a threat to sustainability and the language should be classified as Level 6b. While unbroken intergenerational 

transmission is the primary indicator of Level 6a, it is not sufficient by itself. Rather, all five of the FAMED conditions of the 

Sustainable Use Model should be in evidence:  

• Adequate oral use exists in every domain for which oral use is desired.  

• There is full oral transmission of the vernacular language to all children in the home.  

• Members of the language community perceive the economic, social, religious, and identificational benefits of using their 

language orally. 

• Official government policy affirms the oral use of the language.  

• Members of the language community have a set of shared norms as to when to use the local language orally versus when to 

use a more dominant language. 
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If there is a significant lack of any of these five conditions, then sustained oral use is under threat and the language should be 

classified as Level 6b. For instance, if the community perceives so little value to using their local language that they would 

immediately begin transmitting the more dominant language if only they could learn it, then ongoing language use is not sustainable 

and the language should be classified as Level 6b. Or, if the official government policy is hostile toward ethnolinguistic diversity and 

calls for the elimination or suppression of this language, then ongoing language use is not sustainable and the language should be 

classified as Level 6b.  

 

6b. Threatened 

A Level 6b language is one that has started tipping away from sustainability. If an effort can be made to address any of the above 

conditions that are undermining the local language, then it may be possible to pull the language back toward sustainability; however, 

in the absence of such efforts, the community will be likely to continue shifting toward greater use of the more dominant language.  

 

7. Shifting 

A Level 7 language is teetering on the tipping point of sustainability. It is no longer the norm for parents to transmit the language to 

their children, but the parents still know the language, so it would be possible for intergenerational transmission to resume if the 

community could be convinced of the value of their language. Level 7 does not mean that transmission to children has completely 

stopped, but that it is now exceptional. Full transmission happens so infrequently that children who are learning the language will 

have difficulty finding peers to speak the language with (including a spouse) when they are adults.   

 

8a. Moribund 

A Level 8a language is still in everyday use in some homes, but only among those who are beyond childbearing age. Thus, the normal 

cycle of intergenerational transmission has been broken. There may be younger adults who know the language at least somewhat, but 

they do not regularly speak it with their peers and are not fully proficient.   

 

8b. Nearly extinct 

A Level 8b language is no longer used in any home. Those who can still speak the language no longer have a spouse who can speak the 

language and find little opportunity to use it since there are so few other speakers. 

 

9. Dormant 

A Level 9 language is no longer the first language of any living individual. However, it is still the recognized heritage language of an 

ethnic community and it still serves as a marker of ethnic identity. Some vestiges of the language remain and are passed on within the 

community to strengthen the heritage identity. This could include names of cultural objects, local place names, traditional greetings, 

formulaic use of the language in traditional rituals, or even the continuing use of ancient scriptures within in a faith community. 

 

10. Extinct 

At this level the language is known only through the historical records. There is no living community that still looks to the language as 

a marker of its heritage identity. 
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